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FOREWORD

No statement in the field of history and in the social sciences in 
general, however analytical in intent and however careful in its 
documentation, can escape an ambiguity inherent in historical 
cognition as such which will make it at the same time a presentation 
of facts and a program, and hence a source of intellectual history 
yet to be written. The facile charge that no historian can divest 
himself of bias—a charge too often made in order to discredit 
uncomfortable insights—needs to be replaced by the acknowledg
ment that an author's aspiration determines his ability to find and 
especially to utilize facts in a context relevant thereto.

The aspiration may remain hidden or implicit. The political 
intent of al-Mawardi’s (d. 1058) comprehensive statement on the 
structure of the Muslim state was brought to light only slightly 
less than nine hundred years after the author’s death, even though 
we may be certain that his contemporaries were alive not only to 
the pertinence of Mawardi’s theses to their immediate situation 
but to the programmatic significance of his analysis of the caliphate. 
The function of a work of history or political science may vary in 
different contexts of time, environment, and civilization. To 
Western readers, Mawardi’s treatise remains primarily a document 
of Islamic thinking on the role of the state, and in this sense it 
represents an objective source for the study of a definite approach 
to the problem of social organization. In its original context, it 
must have partaken importantly of the character of a manifesto 
to form or modify that very approach.

Thus, Mr. Asad’s statement on The Principles of State and 
Government in Islam has a double significance. Unlike Mawardi’s 
Institutes of Rulership (al-Ahkam as-sultdniyya), it is frankly 
presented as a program. This is the moment, Mr. Asad explains,
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when the Islamic peoples possess the free choice of their destiny; 
it is now, or perhaps never, that they can become “Islamic politics 
in the true sense of the word" (p. I). Motivated by his awareness 
of the fleeting uniqueness of the hour, Mr. Asad presents his 
concept of the Islamic state and attempts to formulate a workable 
constitution in considerable detail, basing his views on the common
ly accepted authoritative sources of Islamic reasoning: the Koranic 
Revelation and the Sunna, or Tradition, of the Prophet Muhammad. 
However, his is not the only concept of the Islamic state which is 
now effective, and hence, from another point of view, his program 
loses its absoluteness and intellectual autonomy to become one of 
many pieces of evidence symptomatic of conflicting ideological 
currents within what is somewhat casually called the Muslim world. 
The double significance that his book thus acquires for us is 
enhanced by the fact that the views Mr. Asad expounds arc those 
of a large and influential section of the Muslim public.

His ideas arc offered as an objectively and universally valid 
interpretation of the Muslim message; but the public Mr. Asad 
wishes to influence is an Islamic one—more specifically, the 
politically self-conscious Muslim circles of Pakistan. His purpose 
imposes on him a certain methodological procedure and a manner 
of presentation that has been developed in this milieu which may 
be somewhat out of the ordinary to the Western reader. His 
public is less sensitive to anachronism than ours, after some hundred 
and fifty years of historicism. The use of the revealed text as the 
sole cogent proof of an argument imposes techniques of selection 
and interpretation which would have been familiar to Western 
discussants of science and religion one or two centuries ago, but 
which now, on occasion, appear unwarrantedly wilful. The 
occidental reader should bear in mind that the reinterpretation of 
scriptural and comparable data to corroborate innovating ten
dencies and original ideas is, in the intellectual framework of the 
society to which Mr. Asad addresses himself, the only means to 
reconcile authority with freedom.

Thus, in effect this book has to be read on three levels simultanc- 
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ously. It is first and foremost a declarative document. It expounds 
a view of the state which the author conceives of as an absolute—as 
the fulfillment of demands on man and society which arc implicit 
in the immutable core of Revelation and Tradition. To Western 
readers, however, it may represent an attempt to harmonize 
modern Western-inspired political ideas with the heritage of the 
Muslim tradition. It is, in this sense, not only an expository but 
also a confessional document and. in due proportion, to be classified 
with Calvin's Institutes or the Communist Manifesto.

But it is equally valuable as a document of present Muslim, or, 
more precisely, Pakistani thinking on an important matter of 
immediate, practical urgency. In fact, it deserves to be described as 
an unusually well-organized and well-phrased statement of a 
viewpoint that, until very recently, may have been dominant 
among the educated Islam-conscious intelligentsia in the countries 
of Arabic tongue as well as in Pakistan.

Finally, the work reflects a certain phase of Westernization; 
that is, of a more or less deliberate rapprochement of the two 
traditions. This rapprochement is sought not only in the political 
aspiration as such, but also in the method by which it is placed 
before the reader who is to be convinced that the traditional 
presuppositions lead naturally to modernistic conclusions, and that 
these conclusions, in turn, represent the culmination of the true 
intent of the religious message from which the Islamic heritage 
developed. The coincidentia traditionum validates both—or in a 
phraseology perhaps more acceptable to the conservative believer, 
it unveils the infinite wealth of the Muslim revelation by the 
demonstration that the best of the Western heritage is germinally 
contained therein.

The manuscript was prepared under the sponsorship of the 
Haji Anisur Rahman Memorial Society of Karachi, Pakistan, and 
it was the society's initiative that led the Near Eastern Center of 
the University of California, Los Angeles, to arrange for its 
publication. The desire of the society to have it appear in the
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West bespeaks an understanding of the transcultural significance 
of the book and the problems with which it deals.

If any conclusion on the editorial policy of the Near Eastern 
Center may be derived from our undertaking the responsibility for 
this publication, it is this: We are alive to the manifold functions 
and roles that scientific thought assumes in varying contexts; and 
we shall endeavor in future publications to further scholarship by 
presenting disquisitions as well as documents, while remaining 
aware that the classification of any given contribution will depend 
largely on the cultural context in which it is viewed.

G. E. von Gruncbaum. Director



PREFACE

This book represents a development of ideas first set forth in my 
essay, Islamic Constitution-Making, which was published in English 
and Urdu under the auspices of the Government of the Panjab in 
March. 1948,

At that time 1 was Director of the Department of Islamic Recon
struction, a government institution devoted to the elaboration of the 
intellectual and sociolegal principles which should underlie our new 
society and our new state. Among the problems which preoccupied 
me most intensely was, naturally enough, the question of the future 
constitution of Pakistan. The shape which that constitution should 
have was then, as it is now, by no means clear to everybody. 
Although the people of our country were, for the most part, im
bued with enthusiasm for the idea of a truly Islamic state—that is, 
a state based (in distinction from all other existing political group
ments) not on the concepts of nationality and race but solely on 
the ideology of Qur’an and Sunnah—they had as yet no concrete 
vision of the methods of government and of the institutions which 
would give the state a distinctly Islamic character and would, at 
the same time, fully correspond to the exigencies of the present age. 
Some elements of the population naively took it for granted that, 
in order to be genuinely Islamic, the government of Pakistan must 
be closely modeled on the forms of the early Caliphate, with an 
almost dictatorial position to be accorded to the head of the state, 
utter conservatism in ail social forms (including a more or less 
complete seclusion of women), and a patriarchal economy which 
would dispense with the complicated financial mechanism of the 
twentieth century and would resolve all the problems of the modem 
welfare state through the sole instrumentality of the tax known as 
zakat. Other sectors—more realistic but perhaps less interested in
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Islam as a formative element in social life—visualized a develop
ment of Pakistan on lines indistinguishable from those commonly 
accepted as valid and reasonable in the parliamentary democracies 
of the modern West, with no more than a formal reference in the 
wording of the constitution to Islam as the "religion of the State" 
and, possibly, the establishment of a "Ministry of Religious 
Affairs" as a concession to the emotions of the overwhelming 
majority of the population.

It was no easy task to construct a bridge between these two 
extremes. What was needed was the outline of a constitution which 
would be Islamic in the full sense of the word and would also take 
the practical requirements of our time into consideration: a demand 
that was justified by our conviction that the social scheme of Islam 
supplies valid answers to problems of all times and all stages of 
human development. Nevertheless, the existing Islamic literature 
otTered no guidance in our difficulty. Some Muslim scholars of 
earlier centuries—especially of the 'Abbasid period—had bequeathed 
to us a number of works on the political law of Islam; but their 
approach to the problems had naturally been conditioned by the 
existing cultural environment and by the sociopolitical require
ments of i/ieir time, and the results of their labors were therefore 
inapplicable to the needs of an Islamic state in the twentieth century. 
The available modern Muslim works on the same subject, on the 
other hand, suffered as a rule from too great a readiness to accept 
the political concepts, institutions, and governmental methods of 
modem Europe as the norm to which (in the opinion of these 
authors) a modern Islamic state should conform: an attitude which 
in many cases resulted in the adoption by these authors of many 
concepts which were diametrically opposed to the true demands 
of Islamic ideology.

Thus, neither the works of our predecessors nor those of our 
contemporaries could furnish a satisfactory conceptual basis on 
which the new state of Pakistan should be built up. Only one way 
remained open to me: to turn to the original sources of Islamic 
Law—Qur’Sn and Sunnah—and to work out on their basis the 
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concrete premises of the future constitution of Pakistan inde
pendently of all that has been written on the subject of the Islamic 
state. In pursuance of this aim—and aided by the many years of 
study which I had previously devoted to the Qur'an, the science 
of hadilh, or Tradition, and the methodology offiqh, or jurisprudence 
—I decided to draw the theoretical outline of an Islamic consti
tution on the strength of the clear-cut political injunctions forth
coming from the Qur’an and from authentic ahadith. While 
the fundamental principles underlying this outline were provided 
by the Qur’an, most of the relevant details and the method of their 
application were gained from about seventy sayings of the Apostle 
of God bearing on various sociopolitical aspects of the community's 
life. The result of my endeavors was the above-mentioned lengthy 
essay on Islamic Constitution-Making. Owing to political develop
ments which need not be discussed here, only very few, if any, of 
my suggestions have been utilized in the (now abolished) Con
stitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan: perhaps only in the 
Preamble, adopted by the Constituent Assembly in 1949, can an 
echo of those suggestions be found.

Now, after the unfortunate experiences of the past decade, the 
problem of Pakistan’s constitutional future is still unresolved; and 
it seems to me, therefore, that a discussion of the principles which 
ought to underlie the constitution of an Islamic state has not out
lived its usefulness. On the contrary, the very fact that none of the 
existing Muslim countries has so far achieved a form of government 
that could be termed genuinely Islamic makes a continuation of the 
discussion imperative—at least to people to whom Islam represents 
the dominant reality in their lives. The present book is an attempt 
to keep that discussion alive. Unavoidably, some of my conclusions 
will give rise to controversy; but I have always believed —and 
believe now more than ever—that without a stimulating clash of 
opinions there can be no intellectual progress in Muslim society; 
and that the Prophet's saying.

«-_> (j.1 .U»
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“The differences of opinion among the learned of my community 
are a sign of God's grace," has a positive, creative value which has 
only too often been overlooked in the course of Muslim history—to 
the detriment of Muslim social progress.

I cannot conclude without expressing my deep gratitude to the 
Haji Anisur Rahman Memorial Society of Karachi, who have 
sponsored and encouraged this work and made it possible for me to 
present it to my fellow-Muslims of Pakistan.

Muhammad Asad
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Chapter I

THE ISSUE BEFORE US

Why an Islamic State?

In the life of every nation there comes, sooner or later, a moment 
when it seems to be given a free choice of its destiny: a moment 
when the decisions as to which way to go and what future to aim at, 
seem to be freed from the pressure of adverse circumstances, and 
when no power on earth is able to prevent the nation from choosing 
one way in preference to another. Such historic moments are 
extremely rare and fleeting, and it may well be that if a nation fails 
to avail itself of the opportunity thus offered, it will not be offered 
another for centuries to come.

This moment of free choice has now arrived for the nations of 
the Muslim world. After a century of struggles, hopes, errors, and 
disappointments, full independence from colonial rule has been 
won by most of the countries inhabited by Muslims. The achieve
ment of independence has brought to the foreground the question 
of the fundamental principles by which they should govern them
selves in order to ensure happiness and well-being for their peoples. 
The problem is one not merely of administrative efficiency but also 
of ideology. It is for the Muslims to decide whether their newly 
independent states shall be subordinated to modern Western con
cepts which deny to religion the right to shape the nation's practical 
life, or shall, at last, become Islamic polities in the true sense of 
the word. A state inhabited predominantly or even entirely by 
Muslims is not necessarily synonymous with an "Islamic state": 
it can become truly Islamic only by virtue of a conscious appli
cation of the sociopolitical tenets of Islam to the life of the nation, 
and by an incorporation of those tenets in the basic constitution 
of the country.

ID



2 STATE AND GOVERNMENT IN ISLAM

But. then, one might ask: Does Islam really expect the Muslims 
to strive, at all times and under all circumstances, for the establish
ment of an Islamic state—-or is the desire for it based only on their 
historical memories? Is Islam really so constituted that it demands 
of its followers a definite course of political, communal action—or 
does it perhaps leave, as other religions do, all political action to 
be decided by the people themselves in the light of the exigencies 
of the times? In short, is the "mixing of religion with politics" 
a genuine postulate of Islam, or not?

The intimate connection between religion and politics which is 
so characteristic of Muslim history is, more often than not, some
what unpalatable to modern. Western-educated Muslims who have 
grown accustomed to considering questions of belief and of practi
cal life as belonging to entirely separate realms. On the other hand, 
it is impossible to gain a correct appreciation of Islam without 
paying full attention to this problem. Anyone who is acquainted, 
however superficially, with the teachings of Islam knows that they 
not only circumscribe man's relation to God, but also lay down a 
definite scheme of social behavior to be adopted in result of that 
relation. Starting from the fundamental assumption that all aspects 
of natural life have been God-willed and possess, therefore, a 
positive value of their own, the Qur’an makes it abundantly clear 
that the ultimate purpose of all creation is the compliance of the 
created with the will of the Creator. In the case of man, this com
pliance—called islam—is postulated as a conscious, active coordi
nation of man’s desires and behavior with the rules of life decreed 
by the Creator. This demand presupposes that—at least with 
reference to human life—the concepts of “right" and “wrong" 
have meanings that do not change from case to case or from time 
to time but retain their validity for all times and all conditions. 
Obviously, no definitions of “right" and “wrong" arrived at through 
our speculation can ever possess such eternal validity, for all human 
thought is essentially subjective and, therefore, strongly influenced 
by the thinker's time and environment. Hence, if it is really the 
purpose of religion to guide man toward a coordination of his 
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desires and his behavior with the will of God, he must be taught 
in unmistakable terms how to differentiate between good and evil 
and, consequently, what to do and what not to do. A mere general 
instruction in ethics—such as "love your fellow men," "be truth
ful,” "put your trust in God"—does not suffice, because it is subject 
to many conflicting interpretations. What is needed is a precise 
body of laws which would outline, however broadly, the whole 
sphere of human life in all its aspects—spiritual, physical, individual, 
social, economic, and political.

Islam fulfills this need by means of a Divine Law—called 
shari'ah— which has been provided in the ordinances of the Qur’an 
and supplemented (or, rather, detailed and exemplified) by the 
Prophet Muhammad in the body of teachings which we describe 
as his sunnah, or way of life. From the viewpoint of the believer, 
the Qur’an and the Sunnah reveal to us a conceptually understand
able segment of God's all-embracing plan of creation. With refer
ence to man, they contain the only available positive indication of 
what God wants us to be and to do.

But He only indicates His will to us: He does not compel us to 
behave in the way indicated. He gives us freedom of choice. We 
may, if we so desire, willingly submit to His revealed Law and thus, 
as it were, cooperate with Him; and we may, if we choose, go 
against Him, disregard His law, and risk the consequences. 
However we decide, the responsibility is ours. It goes without 
saying that our ability to lead an Islamic life depends on our 
making the former choice. Nevertheless, even if we choose to 
obey God, we may not always be able to do it fully: for although 
it is obvious that the innermost purpose of Islamic Law is man's 
righteousness in the individual sense, it is equally obvious that a 
good deal of that Law can become effective only through a con
sciously coordinated effort of many individuals—that is, through 
a communal effort. From this it follows that an individual, how
ever well-intentioned he may be, cannot possibly mold his private 
existence in accordance with the demands of Islam unless and until 
the society around him agrees to subject its practical affairs to the 
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pattern visualized by Islam. So conscious a cooperation cannot 
arise out or a mere feeling of brotherhood: the concept of brother
hood must be translated into positive social action—the "enjoining 
of what is right and forbidding of what is wrong" (al-amr bi 'l-ma- 
'ruf Ha 'n-nahy 'an al-munkar)—or, to phrase it differently, the 
creation and maintenance of such social conditions as would enable 
the greatest possible number of human beings to live in harmony, 
freedom, and dignity. Now, it is obvious that anti-social behavior 
on the part of one person may make it difficult for other persons 
to realize this ideal; and the larger the number of such "rebels,” 
the greater the difficulty for the rest. In other words, the com
munity’s willingness to cooperate in terms of Islam must remain 
largely theoretical so long as there is no worldly power responsible 
for enforcing Islamic Law and preventing rebellious behavior—at 
least in matters of social concern—on the part of any of the com
munity’s members. This responsibility can be discharged only by 
a coordinating agency invested with the powers of command (omr) 
and prohibition (nahy): that is, the state. It follows, therefore, that 
the organization of an Islamic state or states is an indispensable 
condition of Islamic life in the true sense of the word.

Why Not a "Secular" State?

There is no doubt that countless Muslims passionately desire a 
sociopolitical development on Islamic lines; but there is also no 
doubt that in the mental climate of the modem world it has become 
almost axiomatic among many educated people that religion ought 
not to interfere with political life. And, while the principle of 
"secularism" is automatically identified with "progress,” every 
suggestion to consider practical politics and socioeconomic plan
ning under the aspect of religion is dismissed out of hand as re
actionary or, at best, as "impractical idealism." Apparently, many 
educated Muslims share this view today; and in this, as in so many 
other phases of our contemporary life, the influence of Western 
thought is unmistakable.

For reasons of their own, the people of the West have become 
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disappointed with religion (their religion), and this disappointment 
is reflected in the ethical, social, and political chaos now pervading 
a large part of the world. Instead of submitting their decisions and 
actions to the criterion of a moral law—which is the ultimate aim 
of every higher religion—these people have come to regard expe
diency (in the short-term, practical connotation of the word) as 
the only obligation to which public affairs should be subjected; 
and because the ideas as to what is expedient naturally differ in 
every group, nation, and community, the most bewildering con
flicts of interest have come to the fore in the political field, both 
national and international. For, obviously, what appears to be 
expedient from a purely practical point of view to one group or 
nation need not be expedient to another group or nation. Thus, 
unless men submit their endeavors to the guidance of an objective, 
moral consideration, their respective interests must clash at some 
point or other; and the more they struggle against one another, the 
wider their interests diverge and the more antagonistic become 
their ideas as to what is right and what is wrong in the dealings of 
men.

Briefly, in a modern “secular” state there is no stable norm by 
which to judge between good and evil, and between right and 
wrong. The only possible criterion is the "nation’s interest." But 
in the absence of an objective scale of moral values, different groups 
of people—even within one nation—may have, and usually do have, 
widely divergent views as to what constitutes the nation’s best 
interests. While a capitalist may quite sincerely believe that 
civilization will perish if economic liberalism is superseded by 
socialism, a socialist is as sincerely of the opinion that the very 
maintenance of civilization depends on the abolition of capitalism 
and its supersession by socialism. Both make their ethical views— 
that is to say, the views as to what should and what should not be 
done to and with human beings—dependent solely on their econo
mic views, with the resultant chaos in their mutual relations.

It has become evident that none of the contemporary Western 
political systems—economic liberalism, communism, national 
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socialism, social democracy, and so forth—is able to transform 
that chaos into something resembling order: simply because none 
of them has ever made a serious attempt to consider political and 
social problems in the light of absolute moral principles. Instead, 
each of these systems bases its conception of right and wrong on 
nothing but the supposed interests of this or that class or group or 
nation - in other words, on people’s changeable (and, indeed, con
tinuously changing) material preferences. If we were to admit that 
this is a natural—and therefore desirable—state of man's affairs, 
we would admit, by implication, that the terms "right" and 
“wrong" have no real validity of their own but are merely con
venient fictions, fashioned exclusively by time and socioeconomic 
circumstances. In logical pursuance of this thought, one would 
have no choice but to deny the existence of any moral obligation 
in human life: for the very concept of moral obligation becomes 
meaningless if it is not conceived as something absolute. As soon 
as we become convinced that our views about right and wrong or 
good and evil are only man-made, changeable products of social 
convention and environment, we cannot possibly use them as 
reliable guides in our affairs; and so, in planning those affairs, we 
gradually learn to dispense with all moral guidance and to rely on 
expediency alone—which, in turn, leads to ever-growing dissensions 
within and between human groups and to a progressive decrease 
in the amount of happiness vouchsafed to man. This is, perhaps, 
the ultimate explanation of the deep disquiet which is apparent 
throughout the modem world.

No nation or community can know happiness unless and until it 
is truly united from within; and no nation or community can be truly 
united from within unless it achieves a large degree of unanimity 
as to what is right and what is wrong in the affairs of men; and no 
such unanimity is possible unless the nation or community agrees 
on a moral obligation arising from a permanent, absolute moral 
law. Obviously, it is religion alone that can provide such a law 
and, with it, the basis for an agreement, within any one group, 
on a moral obligation binding on all members of that group.
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Religion and Morality

Whatever the particular tenets of this or that religion, however 
sublime or primitive its teachings, whether monotheistic, poly
theistic, or pantheistic, the innermost core of every religious expe
rience—at all periods of history and in all civilizations—is, first, 
man's inner conviction that all being and happening in this world 
is the outcome of a conscious, creative, all-embracing Power—or. 
to pul it more simply, a Divine Will; and, second, the feeling that 
one is, or at least ought to be, in spiritual accord with that Will. 
On this feeling and this conviction alone was and is based man’s 
faculty to judge between good and evil. For, unless we presume 
that an absolute, planning Will is at the root of all creation, there 
is no sense in our presuming that any of our aims and actions could 
be intrinsically right or wrong, moral or immoral. In the absence 
of a belief in such a planning Will, all our concepts of morality 
must of necessity become vague and more and more subject to 
expediency: that is, subject to the question of whether or not an 
aim or an action is useful (in the practical sense of the word) to the 
person concerned or to the community to which he belongs. 
Consequently, “right" and “wrong" become purely relative terms, 
to be interpreted arbitrarily according to one’s personal or com
munal needs, which, in their turn, arc subject to the continuous 
changes in one’s socioeconomic environment,

These reflections on the role of religious thought and feeling 
in the realm of morality assume a paramount importance if we 
realize that the trend of our time is definitely antagonistic to religion 
as such. Everywhere and every day we are being told by a certain 
class of intellectuals that religion is nothing but a relic of man’s 
barbaric past, which is now allegedly being superseded by the 
“Age of Science.” Science, they say, is about to take the place of 
the worn-out. outmoded religious systems; science, so gloriously 
and irresistibly growing, will at last teach man to live in accordance 
with “pure reason,” and will in lime enable him to evolve new 
standards of morality without any metaphysical sanction.
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This naive optimism with regard to science is in reality not at all 
"modern”: it is, on the contrary, extremely old-fashioned — 
an uncritical copy of the Occident’s naive optimism of the eight
eenth and nineteenth centuries. During that period (and parti
cularly in the second half of the nineteenth century), many Western 
scientists believed that a solution of the mysteries of the universe 
was “just around the comer,” and that henceforward nothing 
would stop man from arranging his life in God-like independence 
and reasonableness. The thinkers of our time, however, arc much 
more reserved—not to say skeptical—on this subject. Under the 
tremendous impact of modern, twentieth-century physics, con
temporary thinkers have come to the conclusion that deterministic 
science is unable to fulfill the spiritual hopes attached to it as 
recently as a hundred or even fifty years ago: for they have found 
that the mysteries of the universe become more mysterious and 
more complicated the more our research advances. Every day it 
becomes more obvious that it may never be possible to answer by 
purely scientific means the questions of how the universe came into 
being, how life originated in it, and what constitutes the phenome
non of life itself: and, therefore, also the question of the true nature 
and purpose of human existence. But until we arc in a position to 
answer this last-named question, we cannot even attempt to define 
moral values such as “good” and “evil": simply because such terms 
have no meaning at all unless they are related to a knowledge (real 
or imaginary) of the nature and the purpose of human existence.

This is what our most advanced scientists arc now beginning to 
realize. Faced with the impossibility of answering metaphysical 
questions by means of physical research, they have given up the 
naive hope of the last two centuries that science could ever provide 
directives in the field of ethics and morality. Not that these advanced 
scientists distrust science as such: on the contrary, they do believe 
that it will lead mankind to ever greater marvels of knowledge 
and achievement; but at the same time they realize that scientific 
endeavor has no direct connection with man's moral and spiritual 
life. No doubt, science can, and does, guide us to a belter under
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standing of the world around and within us; but. being solely 
concerned with the observation of the facts of nature, and with 
the analysis of the laws that appear to govern the interrelation of 
those facts, it cannot be called upon to deliver a verdict as to the 
purpose of human life and. thus, to provide us with valid directives 
as to the social behavior we ought to adopt. It is only indirectly, 
through speculative reasoning on the basis of certain established 
facts, that science can attempt to advise us in this respect. But 
because science is always in a state of flux—always subject to the 
discovery of new facts of nature and. consequently, to an unceasing 
reinterpretation and revaluation of previously ascertained sets of 
facts—its advice is hesitant, spasmodic, and, at times, quite contra
dictory to previously tendered advice: which, in a nutshell, amounts 
to saying that science is never in a position to lay down with cer
tainty what man should do or leave undone in order to achieve 
well-being and happiness. And for this reason science cannot (nor 
does it really attempt to) foster moral consciousness in man. In 
short, the problems of ethics and morality are not within the scope 
of science. They are, on the other hand, entirely within the scope 
of religion.

It is through religious experience alone that we can arrive—rightly 
or wrongly—at standards of moral valuation independent of the 
ephemeral changes in our environment. 1 have said "rightly or 
wrongly" because, by all objective canons of reasoning, there is 
always the possibility of a religion (any religion) being mistaken 
in its metaphysical premises and, consequently, in the moral 
valuation deduced from those premises: thus, our acceptance or 
rejection of any religion must, in the last resort, be guided by our 
reason, which tells us how far that particular religion corresponds 
to man’s ultimate needs, both physical and spiritual. But this 
necessity of exerting our critical faculties with regard to the teach
ings of a religion does not detract anything from the fundamental 
proposition that it is religion alone that can endow our life with 
meaning and thus promote in us the urge to conform our thinking 
and our behavior to a pattern of moral values entirely independent 
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of the momentary constellation of our individual existence. To 
phrase it differently, only religion can provide a broad platform 
for an agreement among large groups of men as to what is good 
(and therefore desirable) and what is evil (and therefore to be 
avoided). And could there be any doubt that such an agreement 
is an absolute, indispensable requirement for any sort of order in 
human relations?

Considered from this viewpoint, the religious urge in man is not 
a mere passing phase in the history of his spiritual development, 
but the ultimate source of all his ethical thought and all his con
cepts of morality; not the outcome of primitive credulity which a 
more "enlightened" age could outgrow, but the only answer to a 
real, basic need of man at all times and in all environments. In 
another word, it is an instinct.

It is reasonable, therefore, to presume that a state built on the 
foundations of religion offers an infinitely better prospect of nation
al happiness than a state founded upon the concept of a “secular" 
political organism; provided, of course, that the religious doctrine 
on which such a state rests—and from which it derives its authority 
—makes full allowance, first, for man's biological and social needs, 
and, second, for the law of historical and intellectual evolution to 
which human society as a whole is subject. The first of these two 
conditions can be fulfilled only if the religious doctrine in question 
attributes positive value not only to man’s spiritual nature but also 
to his biological nature—as Islam undoubtedly does. The second 
condition can be fulfilled if the political law that is to guide the 
community’s behavior is not only concrete and self-evident but 
also free from all rigidity—which is, precisely, what we claim for 
the political law laid down in Qur’an and Sunnah,

In the following pages I shall try to substantiate this claim. But 
before proceeding with this task, 1 find it necessary, in view of the 
lack of agreement among Muslim scholars as to the extent and the 
details of shar'i legislation, to make a few general observations 
about the concept of Islamic Law as such.
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The Scope of Islamic Law

As is well known, not all the laws which form the subject matter 
of conventional Muslim jurisprudence (Jiqh) rest on injunctions 
expressed in clear-cut terms of command and prohibition in Qur’an 
and Sunnah. By far the larger part offiqhi rulings are the outcome 
of various deductive methods of reasoning, among which qiyUs 
(deduction through analogy) figures most prominently. The great 
fuqahff (jurists) of the past arrived at their legal findings on the 
basis of their study of Qur’an and Sunnah, and there is no doubt 
that in the instance of the foremost exponents offiqh this study was 
extremely deep and conscientious. Nevertheless, the results of such 
studies were often highly subjective: that is, they were determined 
by each scholar's personal approach to, and interpretation of. the 
legal sources of Islam, as well as by the social and intellectual en
vironment of his age. Because that environment was in many 
respects vastly different from ours, some of these "deductive" 
conclusions naturally dilfer from the conclusions we might reach 
at the present time: which is one of the reasons why so many 
modern Muslims are reluctant to apply the rulings devised by 
conventional fiqh to contemporary problems of politics and econo
mics.

Originally, all such rulings were intended by their authors to 
facilitate the application of shar'i principles to specific questions. 
In the course of time, however, these rulings acquired in the popular 
mind a kind of sacrosanct validity of their own and came to be 
regarded by many Muslims as an integral part of the shari'ah, the 
Canon Law. itself. In support of this popular view, it is argued that 
the explicit legal statements, commands, and prohibitions con
tained in the Qur’an and the authenticated Traditions (ahadith) 
recording the sayings and doings of the Prophet are, by themselves, 
not sufficient to circumscribe all possible legal situations, and that, 
therefore, an amplification of the corpus juris by means of deductive 
reasoning is necessary. However, quite apart from the fact that 
neither Qur’an nor Sunnah offers the slightest warrant for such an 
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arbitrary enlargement of the shari'ah. one might with justice argue 
(as a considerable number of Muslim scholars have argued through 
the centuries) that the limited scope of the explicit ordinances con
tained in Qur’an and Sunnah was not due to an oversight on the 
part of the Law-Giver but, on the contrary, was meant to provide 
a most essential, deliberate safeguard against legal and social 
rigidity: in short, it is reasonable to assume that the Law-Giver 
never intended the shari'ah to cover in detail all conceivable exi
gencies of life. He intended no more and no less than to stake out, 
as it were, the legal boundaries within which the community ought 
to develop, leaving the enormous multitude of "possible" legal 
situations to be decided from case to case in accordance with the 
requirements of the time and of changing social conditions.

Thus, the true shari'ah is far more concise and very much smaller 
in volume than the legal structure evolved through the fiqh of 
various schools of Islamic thought. Being a Divine Law, the 
shari'ah cannot possibly have been made dependent on scholarly 
deductions or inferences of a subjective nature, but must be con
sidered to have been laid down in its entirety in the definite ordi
nances of Qur’an and Sunnah—ordinances expressed in positive 
terms of law: “do this," "do not do that," "such-and-such a thing 
is right, and therefore desirable," “such-and-such a thing is wrong, 
and therefore to be shunned.” These ordinances are described 
technically as nusiis (singular, naw). By their very nature, they are 
not subject to conflicting interpretations; in fact, they are in no 
need of any “interpretation” whatsoever, being absolutely self- 
contained and unambiguous in their wording. All Arab philo
logists agree that “the naw of Qur’an and Sunnah denotes the 
ordinances [a/ihdm] forthcoming from the self-evident [^ahir] 
wording in which they are expressed.”1 All such naw ordinances 
are so formulated that they can be applied to every stage of man's 
social and intellectual development; on the other hand, many of 
the subjective conclusions of the fuqahff are reflections of a parti
cular time and mentality and cannot, therefore, lay claim to eternal 
■ Lisin al-'Arab. Beirut, 1957 (1375 A.H.), Vol. Vn, p. 98. 
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validity. Thus, it is the nufiif of Qur’an and Sunnah—and only 
these—that collectively constitute the real, eternal shariah of 
Islam. This shari'ali concerns itself exclusively with what the Law- 
Giver has ordained in unmistakable terms as an obligation or put 
out of bounds as unlawful; whereas the far larger area of things 
and activities which the Law-Giver has left unspecified—neither 
enjoining nor forbidding them in najj terms—must be regarded 
as allowable (mubah) from the sliar'I point of view.

The reader should not suppose that the views propounded above 
arc an innovation in Islamic thought. In point of fact, they were 
held by the Companions of the Prophet and, later, by some of the 
greatest scholars of Islam—and particularly by the man who may 
rightly be considered one of the most brilliant fuqaNf in all our 
history: Ibn Hazm of Cordova (384-456 a.h.) [a.d.994-1064]. 
Nothing could be more illustrative of the problem under discussion 
than the following passages from the Introduction to his great 
work, At-Mubiallii:

The shari'ah in its entirety refers either to obligatory acts 
[fartf], the omission of which constitutes a sin; or to forbidden 
acts [liaram], the commission of which constitutes a sin; or to 
allowed acts [muhdA], the commission or omission of which 
docs not make man a sinner. Now these mubab acts arc of 
three kinds: first, acts which have been recommended [mandub] 
—meaning that there is merit in doing them, but no sin in 
omitting them; second, acts which are undesirable [moArdAJ— 
meaning that there is merit in abstaining from them, but no sin 
in committing them; and, third, acts which have been left 
unspecified [mu//aq]_being neither meritorious nor sinful 
whether committed or omitted...

The Apostle of God said: "Do not ask me about matters 
which 1 have left unspoken: for, behold, there were people 
before you who went to their doom because they had put too 
many questions to their prophets and thereupon disagreed 
[about their teachings). Therefore, if I command you any
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thing, do of it as much as you are able to do; and if I forbid 
you anything, abstain from it.”*

The above Tradition circumscribes all the principles of 
religious law [din] from the first to the last. It shows that 
whatever the Prophet has left unspoken—neither ordering nor 
forbidding it—is allowed [mu/idfi], that is, neither forbidden 
nor obligatory. Whatever he ordered is obligatory [fard\. 
and whatever he forbade is unlawful [hardm]: and whatever 
he ordered us to do is binding on us to the extent of our 
ability alone.’

Because it is restricted to commands and prohibitions expressed 
in self-evident terms in Qur’an and Sunnah, the real sliari'ah is 
extremely concise and. therefore, easily understandable; and because 
it is so small in volume, it cannot—nor, as I have pointed out, was 
it ever intended to—provide detailed legislation for every con
tingency of life. Consequently, the Law-Giver meant us Muslims 
to provide for the necessary, additional legislation through the 
exercise of our ijlihdd (independent reasoning) in consonance with 
the spirit of Islam. It must, of course, be understood that any 
ijtihddi legislation we may evolve under the inspiration of Qur’an 
and Sunnah (occasionally even with the help of the ijiihdd of past 
generations) will always be subject to amendment by the ijlihdd 
of those who will come after us: that is to say, it can amount to no 
more than a temporal, changeable law subject to the authority of 
the irrevocable, unchangeable shari'ah, which is self-evident in the 
nufiif of Qur’an and Sunnah.

The shari'ah cannot be changed, because it is a Divine Law; 
and it need not be changed, because all its ordinances are so 
formulated that none of them ever conflicts with the real nature 
of man and the genuine requirements of human society at any 
time: simply because it legislates only with regard to those aspects

1 Muslim, on the authority of Abu Hurayrah.
■ Abd Muhammad 'AU ibn Haan, AI-Mu/uillil (Cairo; 1347 ah.), Vol. I, 
pp. 62-64. 
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of human life which by their very nature are not subject to change. 
This special characteristic of the Divine Law—its applicability to 
all stages and conditions of human development—presupposes 
that its ordinances cover, in the first instance, general principles 
only (allowing thereby for the necessity of time-conditioned vari
ations in matters of detail), and. in the second instance, provide 
for detailed legislation in such matters as arc not affected by 
changes due to man’s social development. On examining the con
text of the nuyuy, it will be found that this assumption is correct. 
Whenever detailed naff legislation is forthcoming, it invariably 
relates to such aspects of our individual and social existence as are 
independent of all time-conditioned changes (for example, the 
basic elements of human nature and of human relations). When
ever, on the other hand, changes arc indispensable for human 
progress (for example, in matters of government, technology, 
economic legislation, and so forth), the shari'ah docs not stipulate 
any detailed laws, but cither lays down general principles only or 
refrains from making any legal enactment. And this is where 
ijtihddi legislation rightfully comes in. To be more precise, the 
legitimate field of the community's lawmaking activity comprises 
(a) details in cases and situations where the shari'ah provides a 
general principle but no detailed ruling, and (Z>) principles and 
details with regard to matters which are mubifi. that is, not covered 
by shar'i laws at all. It is this method that the Qur’an has referred 
to in the words:

“r1 LJ-r J#

"For every one of you We have ordained a Divine Law and an 
open road.’’4 Thus, while the Divine Law (the shari'ah) outlines the 
area within which Muslim life may develop, the Law-Giver has 
conceded to us, within this area, an “open road” (minliaj) for 
temporal legislation which would cover the contingencies deliber
ately left untouched by the nupl; of Qur’an and Sunnah.

• Qur’an 5:48.
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The Need for Free Inquiry

A rediscovery of the "open road" of Islam is urgently required at 
a time like this, when the Muslim world finds itself in the throes 
of a cultural crisis which may affirm or deny, for centuries to 
come, the validity of Islam as a practical proposition. Set as we arc 
in the midst of a rapidly changing world, our society, too, is subject 
to the same inexorable law of change. Whether we like it or not, 
a change there will be—it is, indeed, already being enacted before 
our eyes: a fact as evident as it is pregnant with tremendous possi
bilities for better of for worse. For better or for worse: this phrase 
merits emphasis because we must not forget that “change" is but 
another word for “movement" and, within a social organism, 
movement can be creative as well as destructive. From the Islamic 
point of view, an endeavor to return to the realities of Qur’an and 
Sunnah, and to find on their basis new channels for our political 
thought and our social actions, is a movement of the first-named 
kind. The present drift of Muslim society toward Western con
cepts and institutions is a movement of the second kind. We can. 
if it suits us, continue on this drift and thus allow Islam to be 
gradually obliterated as an independent factor of civilization; and 
we can, if we so desire, make a new start in terms of the socio
political program of Islam and thereby resurrect our culture from 
the cold ashes of decay.

However, if we decide on the second alternative, it is not enough 
to say. “We are Muslims, and have therefore an ideology of our 
own”: we must also be in a position to show to ourselves and to 
the world that this ideology is vital enough to withstand the 
pressure of the many adverse social and cultural influences con
verging upon us from all sides, and that even now it can offer us 
precise directives for the formation of our polity. In order to be 
able to do this, we must give up our sterile reliance on what to 
previous generations of Muslim scholars appeared to be "final" 
verdicts on the sociopolitical laws of Islam, and must begin to 
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think about them anew, in a creative manner, on the basis of our 
own study of the original sources.

If we approach our task in this spirit of free inquiry, we shall 
arrive at two important conclusions. First, the concept of Islamic 
Law—especially with regard to public law—acquires once again 
that simplicity which had been envisaged for it by the Law-Giver 
but has subsequently beervburied under many layers of conventional 
and frequently arbitrary interpretation. Second—and this is most 
pertinent to the problem before us—the outward forms and func
tions of an Islamic state need not necessarily correspond to any 
“historical precedent.” All that is required of a state in order that 
it might deservedly be described as "Islamic” is the embodiment 
in its constitution and practice of those clear-cut, unambiguous 
ordinances of Islam which have a direct bearing on the com
munity's social, political, and economic life. As it happens, those 
ordinances are very few and very precisely formulated; and they 
arc invariably of such a nature as to allow the widest possible 
latitude to the needs of any particular time and social condition.



Chapter II

TERMINOLOGY AND HISTORICAL PRECEDENT

Misapplication of Western Terms

One of the main reasons for the confusion regarding the idea of the 
Islamic state is the indiscriminate application—both by the up
holders and the critics of this idea—of Western political terms and 
definitions to the entirely different concept of Islamic polity. Not 
infrequently we find in the writings of modern Muslims the assertion 
that “Islamic is democratic" or even that it aims at the establish
ment of a “socialist" society; whereas many Western writers refer 
to an alleged "totalitarianism” in Islam which must necessarily 
result in dictatorship. Such superficial attempts at political defini
tion are not only mutually contradictory, and therefore of no 
practical value for the purposes of a serious discussion, but also 
carry with them the danger of looking at the problems of Muslim 
society from the angle of Western historical experiences alone and, 
thus, of envisaging developments which may be justifiable or 
objectionable—depending on the viewpoint of the observer—but 
may be wholly out of place within the world-view of Islam. One 
should always remember that when the European or American 
speaks of "democracy," “liberalism," "socialism," "theocracy," 
“parliamentary government," and so forth, he uses these terms 
within the context of Western historical experience. Within this 
context, such terms have not merely their legitimate place but are 
also easily understandable: they immediately evoke mental pictures 
of what has actually happened or might conceivably happen in the 
course of the West's historical development, and can therefore 
survive the changes to which the passing of time subjects all human 
concepts. More than that: the very fact of conceptual change—the 
fact that many of the political terms current today bear a meaning 

118) 
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different from that originally given to them—is ever-present in the 
mind of a Western thinker; and this awareness confers upon him 
the ability to view his political terminology as something that is in 
constant need of revision and readjustment. This flexibility of 
thought disappears, however, as soon as a political concept is taken 
over ready-made by people who belong to a very different civili
zation and have, therefore, passed through different historical expe
riences. To such people, die political term or institution in question 
appears, as a rule, to be endowed with an absolute, unchanging 
meaning which does not take into consideration the fact of its 
historical evolution and, consequently, contributes to the very 
rigidity of political thought which the new conceptual acquisition 
had sought to remove.

Take, for instance, the term “democracy." In the West, it is 
still largely—though by no means wholly—used in the sense given 
to it by the French Revolution, namely, the principle of socio
economic equality of all citizens, and of government by the entire 
adult population through its elected representatives, on the basis 
of “one person, one vote.” In its wider connotation, this term 
implies the people’s unrestricted right to legislate by a majority 
vote on all matters of public concern. Thus, the “will of the 
people" is set forth, theoretically at least, as something that is free 
of all external limitations, sovereign unto itself and responsible 
only to itself. It is obvious that this concept of democracy is vastly 
different from that held by the originators of the term—the ancient 
Greeks. To them, the "rule of, or by, the people" (which is what 
the word "democracy" connotes) implied a strictly oligarchic form 
of government. In their city-states, the “people” were synonymous 
with the "citizens"—that is, the free-born inhabitants of the state, 
who rarely, if ever, exceeded one-tenth of its total population; all 
the rest were slaves and serfs who were not permitted to perform 
any but menial labors and—although they were frequently obliged 
to render military service—possessed no civic rights at all. Only 
the thin uppermost layer of the population—the “citizens"—had 
the right of active and passive franchise, and thus all political power 
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was concentrated in their hands. Viewed from this historical 
perspective, “democracy” as conceived in the modern West is 
infinitely nearer to the Islamic than to the ancient Greek concept 
of liberty; for Islam maintains that all human beings are socially 
equal and must, therefore, be given the same opportunities for 
development and self-expression. On the other hand, Islam makes 
it incumbent upon Muslims to subordinate their decisions to the 
guidance of the Divine Law revealed in the Qur’an and exemplified 
by the Prophet: an obligation which imposes definite limits on the 
community's right to legislate and denies to the “will of the people" 
that attribute of sovereignty which forms so integral a part of the 
Western concept of democracy, A tendency superficially similar to 
that of Islam can be discerned in the concept of “ideological" 
democracy prevalent in the USSR and other Communist states. 
There, as in Islam, an ideology is placed over and above the people’s 
freedom to legislate for themselves; only within the framework of 
that ideology can the majority vote become effective. However, as 
just mentioned, this similarity is only superficial: first, because 
Islam bases all its ideological concepts on a Divine Law which, to 
the believer, is ethically binding in an absolute, immutable sense, 
whereas the ideology of communism is admittedly the product of 
a human doctrine and is therefore subject to the most far-reaching 
amendments; and, second, because Islam makes the compre
hension and interpretation of its Law dependent on the individual’s 
knowledge and conscience alone and docs not force him to accept 
interpretations by any other individual or organized body as 
morally binding. (Notwithstanding the frequent violations of this 
principle in the course of Muslim history, the teachings of Islam arc 
unequivocal on this subject.)

From the foregoing it is evident that even in the West the terms 
“democracy" and "democratic liberties" can be and arc being used 
in widely divergent connotations. Their application—cither in an 
affirmative or in a negative sense—to the political ideology of 
Islam necessarily produces an atmosphere of vagueness and, with 
it, a tendency to juggle with words.
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The same can be said of many other sociopolitical terms which 
play a genuine—that is, historically warranted—role in Western 
thought, but arc extremely equivocal with reference to Islamic 
ideology. One could, for example, assert (as some modern Muslim 
writers do) that Islam is."socialistic” in its tendencies because it 
aims at a state of affairs which would ensure to all citizens equality 
of opportunity, economic security, and an equitable distribution 
of national wealth; however, one could maintain with the same 
degree of assurance that Islam is opposed to socialism if it is taken 
to imply (as Marxian socialism undoubtedly docs) a rigid regi
mentation of all social life, the supremacy of economics over 
ethics, and the reduction of the individual to the status of a mere 
economic factor. Even the question as to whether Islam aims at 
“theocracy" cannot be answered with a simple “yes" or "no.” 
We might say "yes” if by theocracy we mean a social system in 
which all temporal legislation flows, in the last resort, from what 
the community considers to be a Divine Law. But the answer must 
be an emphatic “no” if one identifies theocracy with the endeavor— 
so well known from the history of medieval Europe—to invest a 
priestly hierarchy with supreme political power: for the simple 
reason that in Islam there is no priesthood or clergy and, conse
quently, no institution equivalent to the Christian Church (that is, 
an organized body of doctrine and sacramental functions). Since 
every adult Muslim has the right to perform each and every reli
gious function, no person or group can legitimately claim to possess 
any special sanctity by virtue of the religious functions entrusted 
to them. Thus, the term "theocracy" as commonly understood in 
the West is entirely meaningless within the Islamic environment.

In brief, it is extremely misleading to apply non-Islamic terms 
to Islamic concepts and institutions. The ideology of Islam has a 
social orientation peculiar to itself, different in many respects from 
that of the modern West, and can be successfully interpreted only 
within its own context and in its own terminology. Any departure 
from this principle invariably tends to obscure the attitude of 
Islamic Law toward many of the burning issues of our time.
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Islamic Political Forms

The application of non-lslamic terminologies to Islamic concepts 
of state and government is, however, not the only pitfall in the way 
of a student of Islamic political law. Perhaps an even greater 
danger is the reliance of so many Muslims on "historical prece
dents” as possible guides for our future development.

In the preceding chapter I have stressed one of the basic require
ments which any state must fulfill if it is to ensure happiness and 
well-being to the people that comprise it: namely, to make full 
allowance for man's social and intellectual evolution and thus avoid 
rigidity in the concept of political law. Looking back at the past 
history of Muslim states and at some of the popular, present-day 
notions regarding the forms and functions of an "ideal” Islamic 
state, we are able to discern just that element of rigidity which one 
must deem incompatible with the demands of a healthy social 
development 1 am referring in this connection not merely to 
ancient Muslim works on political theory which, as a rule, reflect 
the political conditions obtaining during the ‘Abbasid period and on
ly too often display an eagerness to gratify the interests of the rulers 
of the time: I am referring, more particularly, to the idea prevailing 
among many Muslims, both in the past and in the present, that 
there could be but one form of state deserving the adjective "Islam
ic”—namely. the form manifested under the four Right-Guided 
Caliphs—and that any deviation from that model must necessarily 
detract from the "Islamic" character of the state. Nothing could 
be more erroneous than this idea.

If we examine objectively the political ordinances of Qur’an and 
Sunnah, we find that they do not lay down any specific form of 
state: that is to say, the shari'ah docs not prescribe any definite 
pattern to which an Islamic state must conform, nor does it elabo
rate in detail a constitutional theory. The political law emerging 
from the context of Qur’an and Sunnah is, nevertheless, not an 
illusion. It is very vivid and concrete inasmuch as it gives us the 
clear outline of a political scheme capable of realization at all times
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and under all conditions of human life. But precisely because it 
was meant to be realized at all times and under all conditions, that 
scheme has been offered in outline only and not in detail. Man’s 
political, social, and economic needs are time-bound and, therefore, 
extremely variable. Rigidly fixed enactments and institutions could 
not possibly do justice ter this natural trend toward variation: and 
so the sharFah docs not attempt the impossible. Being a Divine 
Ordinance, it duly anticipates the fact of historical evolution, and 
confronts the believer with no more than a very limited number of 
broad political principles; beyond that, it leaves a vast field of 
constitution-making activity, of governmental methods, and of 
day-to-day legislation to the ijtihdd of the time concerned.

With reference to the problem before us, one may safely say 
that there is not only one form of the Islamic state, but many; 
and it is for the Muslims of every period to discover the form most 
suitable to their needs—on the condition, of course, that the form 
and the institutions they choose are in full agreement with the 
explicit, unequivocal short laws relating to communal life.

These political short laws (which will presently be discussed in 
detail) found their full expression in the administrative institutions 
and methods that prevailed at the time of the Right-Guided Caliphs 
—and therefore their state was Islamic in every sense of the word. 
However, we must not forget that in the unwritten constitution 
to which the Islamic Commonwealth conformed in those days, 
there were, side by side with the explicit short laws relating to 
statecraft, certain other laws enacted by the rulers of the time in 
accordance with their own interpretation of the spirit of Qur’an 
and Sunnah—that is to say, derived through ijtihad. Apart from 
these, we encounter in the period of the Right-Guided Caliphate 
many other administrative and legislative enactments which were 
neither directly nor indirectly derived from Qur’an or Sunnah but 
from purely commonsense considerations of governmental effi
ciency and public interest (as, for example, ‘Umar’s establishment 
of the diwan, or treasury office, after a Persian model, or his pro
hibiting warriors from Arabia to acquire landed property in the 
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newly conquered territories). Inasmuch as such enactments were 
promulgated by the legitimate government of the day and were, 
moreover, not contrary to the spirit or the letter of any shar'i law, 
they had full legal validity for that time. But this does not mean 
that they must remain valid for all times.

The Example of the Prophet's Companions

An objection to this claim of legal flexibility might thus be made: 
"Were not those great Companions of the Prophet better acquainted 
with the innermost aims of Islam than we could ever be? Is it not, 
therefore, absolutely necessary to follow their example as closely 
as possible in matters of statecraft as well? Did not the Apostle of 
God himself urge us to model our behavior on that of his Com
panions?"

This objection has an emotional background of great force, and 
so I shall try to answer it at this stage of our discussion.

It is true that the Prophet has impressed on us the necessity of 
taking his Companions as an example: not only because they had 
spent many years in the Master’s company and were thus fully 
aware of his ways, but also because the character and behavior 
of some of them attained to incomparably high levels. However, 
our moral obligation to try to emulate the great Companions 
relates precisely to their character and behavior—to their spiritual 
and social integrity, their selflessness, their idealism, and their 
unquestioning surrender to the will of God. It cannot and does 
not relate to an imitation, by people of later times, of the Com
panions' procedure in matters of state administration—for the 
simple reason, pointed out above, that this procedure was in many 
respects an outcome of time-conditioned requirements and indi
vidual ijtilidd, and did not in each and every instance depend on 
shar'i ordinances alone. The Prophet’s sanction of a ruler’s right 
to resort to such free, ijtihadi decisions is illustrated in many 
Traditions, but perhaps nowhere as lucidly as in the classical report 
of his conversation with his Companion Mu'adh ibn Jabal:
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When he [Mu'adh ibn Jabal] was being sent [as governor] to the 
Yemen, the Prophet asked him: "How will you decide the 
cases that will be brought before you?" Mu'adh replied: “I 
shall decide them according to the Book of God.”—“And if 
you find nothing concerning [a particular matter] in the Book 
of God?"—"Then I shall decide it according to the Sunnah 
of God's Apostle.”—"And if you find nothing about it in the 
Sunnah of God's Apostle?”—"Then.” replied Mu'adh, ”1 shall 
exercise my own judgment [ajiahidu bi-ra’yi] without the least 
hesitation." Thereupon the Prophet slapped him upon the 
chest and said: "Praised be God. who has caused the messen
ger of God’s Messenger to please the latter!”*

By no stretch of imagination could Mu’Sdh be supposed to have 
meant that his—as yet nonexistent—legal or administrative de
cisions would become a permanent addition to the code of laws 
enunciated in the nuyiiy of Qur’in and Sunnah. Nor could the 
Prophet have intended to sanction the future ijtiliddi judgments 
of Mu'adh as binding on anybody outside the latter's temporal 
or territorial jurisdiction, not to speak of later generations: for it 
might well have happened (as indeed it frequently did happen) that 
a Companion’s decision on a particular matter was at variance 
with the opinions of other Companions. The Prophet's saying 
implied no more and no less than an approval of his Companion's 
common sense in claiming for himself the right of an independent 
decision in all matters not formulated in terms of law in the nufHf 
of Qur’an and Sunnah. In point of fact, none of the Companions 
ever regarded his own ijtihdd—either on questions of belief or of 
action—as binding, in a religious sense, on any other person. 
1 At-Tirmidhi and Abu Da’ud, on the authority of Mu'idh ibn Jabal. 
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newly conquered territories). Inasmuch as such enactments were 
promulgated by the legitimate government of the day and were, 
moreover, not contrary to the spirit or the letter of any shar'i law, 
they had full legal validity for that time. But this does not mean 
that they must remain valid for all times.

The Example of the Prophet's Companions

An objection to this claim of legal flexibility might thus be made: 
"Were not those great Companions of the Prophet better acquainted 
with the innermost aims of Islam than we could ever be? Is it not, 
therefore, absolutely necessary to follow their example as closely 
as possible in matters of statecraft as well? Did not the Apostle of 
God himself urge us to model our behavior on that of his Com
panions?"

This objection has an emotional background of great force, and 
so I shall try to answer it at this stage of our discussion.

It is true that the Prophet has impressed on us the necessity of 
taking his Companions as an example: not only because they had 
spent many years in the Master’s company and were thus fully 
aware of his ways, but also because the character and behavior 
of some of them attained to incomparably high levels. However, 
our moral obligation to try to emulate the great Companions 
relates precisely to their character and behavior—to their spiritual 
and social integrity, their selflessness, their idealism, and their 
unquestioning surrender to the will of God. It cannot and does 
not relate to an imitation, by people of later times, of the Com
panions' procedure in matters of state administration—for the 
simple reason, pointed out above, that this procedure was in many 
respects an outcome of time-conditioned requirements and indi
vidual ijtilidd, and did not in each and every instance depend on 
shar'i ordinances alone. The Prophet’s sanction of a ruler’s right 
to resort to such free, ijtihadi decisions is illustrated in many 
Traditions, but perhaps nowhere as lucidly as in the classical report 
of his conversation with his Companion Mu'adh ibn Jabal:
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When he [Mu'adh ibn Jabal] was being sent [as governor] to the 
Yemen, the Prophet asked him: "How will you decide the 
cases that will be brought before you?" Mu'adh replied: “I 
shall decide them according to the Book of God.”—“And if 
you find nothing concerning [a particular matter] in the Book 
of God?"—"Then I shall decide it according to the Sunnah 
of God's Apostle.”—"And if you find nothing about it in the 
Sunnah of God's Apostle?”—"Then.” replied Mu'adh, ”1 shall 
exercise my own judgment [ajiahidu bi-ra’yi] without the least 
hesitation." Thereupon the Prophet slapped him upon the 
chest and said: "Praised be God. who has caused the messen
ger of God’s Messenger to please the latter!”*

By no stretch of imagination could Mu’Sdh be supposed to have 
meant that his—as yet nonexistent—legal or administrative de
cisions would become a permanent addition to the code of laws 
enunciated in the nuyiiy of Qur’in and Sunnah. Nor could the 
Prophet have intended to sanction the future ijtiliddi judgments 
of Mu'adh as binding on anybody outside the latter's temporal 
or territorial jurisdiction, not to speak of later generations: for it 
might well have happened (as indeed it frequently did happen) that 
a Companion’s decision on a particular matter was at variance 
with the opinions of other Companions. The Prophet's saying 
implied no more and no less than an approval of his Companion's 
common sense in claiming for himself the right of an independent 
decision in all matters not formulated in terms of law in the nufHf 
of Qur’an and Sunnah. In point of fact, none of the Companions 
ever regarded his own ijtihdd—either on questions of belief or of 
action—as binding, in a religious sense, on any other person. 
1 At-Tirmidhi and Abu Da’ud, on the authority of Mu'idh ibn Jabal.
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Their hearts were blessed with the deepest humility; and none of 
them ever arrogated to himself the status of a law-giver for all 
times. Yet precisely such a status has come to be ascribed to them 
by people of later generations; by people who in their pious—and 
certainly justifiable—admiration of those splendid Friends of the 
Prophet have become blind to the element of imperfection inherent 
in all human nature. In this blindness they commit the mistake of 
regarding every detail of the Companions’ ijtihad 'in political matters 
as a “legal precedent" binding on the community for ever and ever: 
a view justified neither by the shari’ah nor by common sense.

Without in the least impairing our reverence for the Companions, 
we may safely admit that all findings obtained through ijtihad, by 
however great a person, are invariably conditioned by that person's 
environment and state of knowledge: and knowledge, especially in 
matters of social concern, depends not so much on the loftiness of 
a man's character as on the sum total of the historical experience 
available to him. There can be no doubt that the historical expe
rience available to us is. without any merit on our part, very much 
wider than that which was available to the Companions thirteen 
centuries ago. Indeed, we have only to think of the immense 
development in the intervening centuries of so many scientific con
cepts in order to realize that in some respects we arc even better 
equipped to grasp the inner purport of this or that socioeconomic 
proposition of Islam than the Companions could possibly have 
been; simply because we can draw not only upon their experiences, 
hut also upon the accumulated historical and intellectual experience 
of those thirteen centuries which, to them, still lay shrouded in the 
impenetrable mists of the future.

We should never forget that the message of Islam is eternal and 
must therefore always remain open to the searching intellect of 
man. The very greatness of the Qur’an and of the Prophet's life
example lies in the fact that the more our knowledge of the world 
progresses, the better we can understand the wisdom of the Law 
of Islam- Thus, our right to independent ijtihad on the basis of 
Qur’an and Sunnah is not merely permissive, but mandatory; and 
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particularly so in matters on which the shari'ah is cither entirely 
silent or has given us no more than general principles.

It is obvious that our conclusions as to the best means of achieving 
administrative efficiency and safeguarding social equity arc con
ditioned by the time and the socioeconomic environment in which 
wc live—and so. logically, quite a big proportion of the legislative 
enactments in an Islamic state must vary from time to time. This 
cannot, of course, affect those elements of legislation which are 
clearly ordained in the riuyu.y of Qur’an and Sunnah and arc there
fore unchangeable from the viewpoint of the believer; nor can it 
affect the essential proviso that all such variable, non-shar'i enact
ments must not run counter to existing, unequivocal shar'i in
junctions. With all this, however, there can be not the least doubt 
that an Islamic constitution to be evolved thirteen centuries after 
the Right-Guided Caliphs may legitmately differ from that which 
was valid in and for their time.

It is, however, not even necessary to visualize an interval of 
thirteen centuries in order to understand that the political require
ments of one time often differ from the requirements in this respect 
of an earlier period. Even within the short span of a few decades, 
the Right-Guided Caliphs themselves varied their system of ad
ministration—or, as we would say today, the constitution of the 
state—in many a point. As an illustration, let us take the problem 
of choosing the head of the state.

There was, naturally, no difference among the Companions con
cerning the principle of elective government as such, for, as we shall 
see, the shari'ah is perfectly clear on this subject. However, although 
it is beyond doubt that the chief executive of an Islamic state must 
be elected, the Law does not specify any particular method of 
election; and so, rightly, the Companions regarded the method of 
election as something that lay outside the scope of the shari'ah 
and could, therefore, legitimately be varied in accordance with the 
best interests of the community. Thus, the first Caliph, Abil Bakr, 
was elected by the chiefs of the muhdjirs and anfdr2 present at

The miMjirs were the Meccan Muslims who accompanied the Prophet on 
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Medina at the lime of the Prophet’s demise. On his deathbed, 
Abu Bakr designated ‘Umar as his successor, and this choice was 
subsequently ratified by the community (ratification being, in this 
instance, equivalent to election). When ‘Umar, in his turn, was 
dying, he nominated an electoral body composed of six of the most 
prominent Companions of the Prophet and entrusted them with 
choosing his successor from among themselves. Their choice fell 
on ‘Uthman, who was thereupon recognized by the community as 
‘Umar's rightful successor. After ‘Uthman's death, ‘AU was pro
claimed Caliph by a congregation in the Prophet's Mosque, and 
the majority of the community thereupon pledged their loyalty 
to him.

Hence, under each of these four reigns which we describe as 
“right-guided,” the constitution of the state differed on a most 
important point; for it cannot be denied that the method by which 
the head of the state is elected is a constitutional question of great 
importance. The different treatment accorded by the Companions 
to this question—with regard to both the composition of the 
electorate and the electoral procedure—shows that, in their opinion, 
the constitution of the state could be altered from time to time 
without making it any the less “Islamic" on this account.

Apart from this, it is a mistake to believe that the endeavors of 
the Right-Guided Caliphs represented the fulfillment of all Islamic 
aims, including those relating to statecraft. Had it been so, Islam 
would be no more than a call to eternal repetition, for nothing 
would have been left to us but to imitate the doings of our prede
cessors. In reality, however, Islam is a call to eternal progress, 
socially as well as spiritually, and, therefore, also politically.

The Right-Guided Caliphate was a most glorious beginning of 
Islamic statecraft, never excelled, or even continued, in all the 
centuries that followed it: but it was, for all that, a beginning only. 
From the moment of Abu Bakr’s accession to the moment of‘All's 
death, the Islamic Commonwealth was, from the structural point 

his hijrah. or migration, from Mecca to Medina; the anfilr (literally “helpers") 
were those Mcdincse who rallied to the Prophet on his arrival in their town. 
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of view, in a permanent state of change, organically growing and 
developing with each successive conquest and with each new ad
ministrative experience. Within a generation it expanded from the 
confines of Arabia to an enormous dominion stretching from North 
Africa deep into Central Asia. A state which in the lifetime of the 
Prophet embraced only agricultural and pastoral communities with 
simple needs and comparatively static problems suddenly became 
the heir to the most complicated Byzantine and Sassanian civili
zations. At a time when almost all the energies of the government 
had to be directed toward military consolidation and ensuring the 
minimum of administrative efficiency, new, staggering problems 
were arising every day in the sphere of politics and economics. 
Governmental decisions had often to be made on the spur of the 
moment and thus, of necessity, many of them were purely experi
mental. To stop at that first, splendid experiment and to contem
plate, thirteen centuries after the Right-Guided Caliphs, the organi
zation of an Islamic state in exactly the same forms, with exactly 
the same institutions in which their state was manifested, would 
not be an act of true piety: it would be. rather, a betrayal of the 
Companions’ creative endeavor. They were pioneers and path
finders, and if we truly wish to emulate them, we must take up 
their unfinished work and continue it in the same creative spirit. 
For did not the Prophet say,

SUl Jtaet

“My Companions are a trust committed to my community"?»

• Muslim, on the authority of AbO Burdah.



Chapter III

GOVERNMENT BY CONSENT AND COUNCIL

The Goals of the Islamic State

The innermost purpose of the Islamic state is to provide a political 
framework for Muslim unity and cooperation:
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Hold fast, all together, to the covenant of God, and do not 
separate. And remember God’s favor unto you—how, when 
you were enemies. He united your hearts, so that by His favor 
you became brethren; and how, when you were on the brink 
of an abyss of fire. He drew you back from it. Thus God 
makes His messages clear to you, so that you may find guidance, 
and that out of you may grow a community of people who issue 
a call to equity, enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong: 
and it is these alone that shall attain to everlasting happiness.1

Thus, an Islamic state is not a goal or an end in itself but only 
a means: the goal being the growth of a community of people who 
stand up for equity and justice, for right and against wrong—or, to 
put it more precisely, a community of people who work for the 
creation and maintenance of such social conditions as would enable 
the greatest possible number of human beings to live, morally as 
well as physically, in accordance with the natural Law of God, 
Islam. An indispensable prerequisite for such an achievement is 
the development of a strong sense of brotherhood among the com
munity. The Quranic words.
1 Qur’in 3:103-104.

[301
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"The Faithful arc but brethren,"’ have been enlarged upon by the 
Prophet on innumerable occasions:
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The Faithful are to one another like [parts of] a building—each 
part strengthening the others.’ Every Muslim is brother to a 
Muslim, neither wronging him nor allowing him to be wronged. 
And if anyone helps his brother in need, God will help him in 
his own need; and if anyone removes a calamity from [another] 
Muslim, God will remove from him some of the calamities of 
the Day of Resurrection; and if anyone shields [another] 
Muslim from disgrace, God will shield him from disgrace on 
the Day of Resurrection.*

Now what should be the emotional basis of this brotherhood? 
Certainly not the tribal or national loyalty which in non-Islamic 
communities supplies the sole raison d'etre of all political group
ment, and which the Prophet scornfully condemned as unworthy 
of a true believer:
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There are indeed people who boast of their dead ancestors; 
but in the sight of God they arc more contemptible than the 
black beetle that rolls a piece of dung with its nose.5 Behold, 
God has removed from you the arrogance of the Time of

■ Qur’an 49:10.
' Al-Bukh.iri and Muslim, on the authority of Aba MOsS.
• Ibid., on the authority of ‘Abd Allih ibn 'Umar.

This black beetle (Ju'al), the size of a small hen's egg. is a common sight in 
deserts of Arabia. It collects dry dung and rolls it to its dwelling-hole in 
ground.r?

 •
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Ignorance [jahiliyyali] with its boast of ancestral glories. Man 
is but a God-fearing believer or an unfortunate sinner. All 
people are the children of Adam, and Adam was created out 
of dust?

Nationalism in all its forms and disguises runs counter to the 
fundamental Islamic principle of the equality of all men and must, 
therefore, be emphatically ruled out as a possible basis of Muslim 
unity. According to Qur’an and Sunnah, that unity must be of an 
ideological nature, transcending all considerations of race and 
origin: a brotherhood of people bound together by nothing but 
their consciousness of a common faith and a common moral out
look. In the teachings of Islam, it is such a community of ideals 
alone that can provide a justifiable basis for all human groupment; 
whereas, on the other hand, the placing of the real or imaginary 
interests of one’s nation or country above moral considerations has 
been condemned by the Prophet in the sharpest terms:

> h- j-J, t i—.U J« ja» j. U. t J| Us lu j-J 
. “ J*

• At-Tirmidhi and AbO DO’Od, on the authority of AbO Hurayrah.
' AbO DS’Od, on the authority of Jubayr ibn Mufim.
■ Ibid., on the authority of Wathilah ibn al-Asqa*.
■ Afemad ibn Hanbal and Ibn Majah, on the authority of 'Ubadah ibn Kathir.

“He is not of us who proclaims the cause of tribal partisanship; 
and he is not of us who fights in the cause of tribal partisanship; and 
he is not of us who dies in the cause of tribal partisanship."’ When 
he was asked by one of his Companions to explain the meaning 
of "tribal partisanship" {'afabiyyah'), which so obviously places a 
person outside the pale of Islam, the Prophet replied,

(JWI Jt iLJ jw ol

"[It means] your helping your own people in an unjust cause."*  
On another occasion he made it clear that love of one's own people 
as such cannot be described as “tribal partisanship" unless it leads 
to doing wrong to other groups? On the other hand,
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10 Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Anas.
» Qur’an 3:110.
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“The Apostle of God said: 'Help your brother, be he a wrongdoer 
or wronged.’ Thereupon a man exclaimed: ‘O Apostle of God! 
I may help him if he is wronged; but how could I [be expected to] 
help a wrongdoer?’ The Prophet answered: 'You must prevent 
him from doing wrong: that will be your help to him."'10 *

Thus, the prevention of injustice and the establishment of justice 
on earth are the ultimate objectives of the social message of Islam:

"You are the best community that has been sent forth to mankind 
[in that] you enjoin right and forbid wrong and have faith in God."11

It is on this “enjoining of right and forbidding of wrong” that the 
ethical value of the Muslim community and of Muslim brother
hood depends; it is with this ideal of justice—justice toward Mus
lims and non-Muslims alike—that the concept of an Islamic slate 
(which is but the political instrument of that ideal) stands and falls.

To make the Law of Islam the law of the land in order that equity 
may prevail; to arrange social and economic relations in such a way 
that every individual shall live in freedom and dignity, and shall 
find as few obstacles as possible and as much encouragement as 
possible in the development of his personality; to enable all Muslim 
men and women to realize the ethical goals of Islam not only in 
their beliefs but also in the practical sphere of their lives; to ensure 
to all non-Muslim citizens complete physical security as well as 
complete freedom of religion, of culture, and of social development; 
to defend the country against attack from without and disruption 
from within; and to propagate the teachings of Islam to the world 
at large: it is in these principles, and in these alone, that the con
cept of an Islamic state finds its meaning and justification. If it real
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izes them, the state can rightly be described as "God’s vice-gerenl 
on earth"—at least in that part of the earth which falls under its 
factual jurisdiction.

Guiding Principles

From the shar'i point of view, the legitimacy of an Islamic state— 
iliat is to say, its religious claim to a Muslim's loyalty and allegiance 
—rests on the fundamental injunction of the Qur’an,

P&- JjL **'  W”' kJ k

"O you Faithful! Obey God and obey the Apostle and those in 
authority from among you."’1 In this concise manner the Qur’an 
establishes several important principles relating to the nature of an 
Islamic state.

First: The foremost duty of such a state consists in enforcing 
the ordinances of the sharp ah in the territories under its jurisdiction. 
This obligation has been further stressed in the verse,

ckJjU ul J>‘i U ,4^ (I jv

"Those who do not judge by what God has revealed—those indeed 
are the evildoers.”u Hence, no state can be deemed genuinely 
Islamic unless its constitution contains an enactment to the effect 
that the laws of the sharPah bearing on matters of public concern 
shall form the inviolable basis of all state legislation. 1 should like 
to point out that this limitation of state jurisdiction to "matters of 
public concern" does not, of course, imply that the sharPah itself 
could ever be similarly restricted in its scope—for it undoubtedly 
relates to the whole of man's life, both public and private. We 
should not, however, lose sight of the fact that the state, being a 
social organization, is concerned exclusively with the social aspect 
of human life and, consequently, requires of the sharPah no more 
than a code of laws bearing on this aspect.”

'■ Qur’an 4:59.
"■ ibid.. 5:47.
11 For a suggestion regarding the codification of such shar'i laws, see chapter vi.
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Second: Although such a code must forever remain basic in the 
structure and the working of an Islamic state, it cannot, by its very 
nature, supply all the laws that may be needed for the purposes of 
administration. Thus, as we have seen, we will have to supplement 
the shar'i stipulations relating to matters of public concern by 
temporal, amendable laws of our own making—on the under
standing, of course, that we may not legislate in a manner that 
would run counter to the letter or the spirit of any shar'i law: for,

“Whenever God and His Apostle have decided a matter, it is not 
for a faithful man or woman to follow another course of his or her 
own choice."11 Consequently, the constitution must explicitly 
lay down that no temporal legislation or administrative ruling, be 
it mandatory or permissive, shall be valid if it is found to contravene 
any stipulation of the shari'ali.

Third: The Qur’anic command, “Obey God and obey the 
Apostle," is immediately followed by the words, “and those in 
authority from among you"—that is, from among the Muslim 
community: which amounts to a statement that an imposition of 
power from outside the Muslim community cannot be morally 
binding on a Muslim while, on the other hand, obedience to a 
properly constituted Islamic government is a Muslim’s religious 
duly. Obedience to the government is, of course, a principle of 
citizenship recognized as fundamental in all civilized communities; 
but it is important to note that within the context of an Islamic 
polity this duty remains a duty only so long as the government 
docs not legalize actions forbidden by the sharfali, or forbid actions 
which arc ordained by it In such a contingency, obedience to the 
government ceases to be binding on the community, as clearly 
stated by the Prophet:
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“ Qu^in 33:36. 
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“Hearing and obeying is binding on a Muslim, whether he likes 
or dislikes the order—so long as he is not ordered to commit a sin; 
but if he is ordered to commit a sin, there is no hearing and no 
obeying.”1* In other words, the community's allegiance to "those 
in authority from among you” is conditional upon those in 
authority acting in obedience to God and His Apostle. From this 
principle it follows that the community is duty-bound to supervise 
the activities of the government, to give its consent to right actions, 
and to withdraw it whenever the government deviates from the 
path of good conduct. Thus, government subject to the people's 
consent is a most essential prerequisite of an Islamic state.

Fourth : The principle of “popular consent" presupposes that the 
government as such comes into existence on the basis of the people's 
free choice and is fully representative of this choice. This is yet 
another aspect of the Qur’anic expression “from among you." 
It refers to the community as a whole, and not to any particular 
group or class within it. it follows that, in order to satisfy the 
requirements of Islamic Law. the leadership of the state must be 
of an elective nature and that, consequently, any assumption of 
governmental power through nonelective means—for instance, on 
the basis of the fictitious "birthright" implied in hereditary king- 
ship—becomes automatically, even though the claimant be a 
Muslim, as illegal as an imposition of power from outside the 
Muslim community.1’

Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Ibn ‘Umar.
” Some of my readers will, perhaps, object to this categorical condemnation 
of hereditary kingship by pointing to the frequent occurrence of live term 
ru/fdn—nowadays popularly equated with "king"—in several authentic Tra
ditions dealing with political problems. As a matter of fact, the use of this very 
expression by the Prophet has for centuries supplied a convenient excuse for 
the quite un-lslamic institution of hereditary monarchy. This excuse is. how
ever. entirely invalid, tn classical Arabic—the language of the Qur’an and the 
Traditions—sullin denotes primarily "a proof" or "a convincing argument"; 
in its secondary sense, "authority" or "power" in both its abstract and con
crete meanings. Whenever the Prophet spoke of "suitin’’ in the context of 
the community's political life, he invariably applied this term to what we today 
describe as "government"; and this was the practice of his Companions as 
well. The application of the term to a person entrusted with government—that
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The Source of State Sovereignty

This brings us to the question (interesting from the viewpoint of 
political philosophy) of the sources from which an Islamic state is 
supposed to derive its sovereignty: a question not nearly as “theo
retical'’ as it might appear at first glance.

To be sure, the individual average citizen docs not, as a rule, 
concern himself unduly with speculation as to the “sources of state 
sovereignty” so long as the institutions and the administrative 
procedure of the state have or seem to have a favorable etfcct on 
his personal mode of living and on the possibilities of his economic 
advancement. Nevertheless, no historian can deny that the moral 
values which the citizens attribute to their state are, in the long run, 
decisive for the survival of its spiritual authority and thus, ulti
mately, for the survival of social discipline in the widest sense of 
the word, No outward political forms, even the best of them, can 
achieve their objective by themselves. Their usefulness depends, 
in the last resort, on their spiritual contents; and if those contents 
arc defective, the consequences may well be disastrous for the 
community. Thus, it is highly probable that the centuries-old lack 
of social discipline and civic spirit among the Muslim community 
is largely due to the confusion (in its own turn caused by a series 
of unfortunate historical developments) regarding the conceptual 
basis of the authority inherent in the stale as such. This confusion 
might perhaps explain the meekness with which the Muslims have 
for centuries submitted to every kind of oppression and exploitation 
at the hands of unscrupulous rulers.

Obviously, the political climate of our time no longer favors 
such a meek submission to injustice. Under the influence of 
Western political theories, more and more educated Muslims have 
begun to assert that ultimate sovereignty belongs to “the people,” 
whose will alone must be decisive in the formation of all state 

is, a ruler or a king—is definitely a post-classical corruption of the original 
meaning. (See, for instance, Lancs Arabic-Engluh Lexicon, Part 4. pp. 1405- 
1406).
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institutions as well as in the scope of current legislation. Even 
among those modern Muslims who accept in principle the idea of 
an Islamic state, there are an appreciable number who claim abso
lute sovereignty for the "united will of the people” on the
basis of the Prophet’s saying,

V ul iij

"Never will God make my community agree on a wrong course.”1*
Many Muslims conclude from this Tradition that whatever the 

community—or at least the majority within it—agrees upon must, 
under all circumstances, be the right course.1’ But this conclusion 
is entirely unjustified. The above saying of the Prophet is negative, 
not positive. He meant exactly what he said: namely, that never 
would all Muslims pursue a wrong course, and that always there 
would be persons or groups among them who would disagree with 
the erring ones and would insist on taking the right course.

Therefore, whenever we speak of the "will of the people" in the 
context of Islamic political thought, we should be careful to avoid 
what a popular saying describes as “emptying the child with the 
bath"—in other words, we should not substitute for the un-Islamic 
autocracy of our past centuries the equally un-Islamic concept 
of unrestricted sovereignty on the part of the community as a 
whole.

Inasmuch as the legitimacy of an Islamic state arises from the 
people's voluntary agreement on a particular ideology and is, more
over, conditional upon their consent to the manner in which the 
state is administered, one might be tempted to say that "sovereignty 
rests with the people”; but inasmuch as in a consciously Islamic 
society the people’s consent to a particular method of government 
and a particular scheme of sociopolitical cooperation is but a result 
of their having accepted Islam as a Divine Ordinance, there can be

'• At-Tirmidhi, on the authority of ’Abd AllJh ibn 'Umar.
•• This conclusion is analogous to the ancient Roman saying, vox populi, 
vox Dei ("the voice of the people is the voice of God"), which finds an echo 
in all Western concepts of democracy. 
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no question of their being endowed with sovereignty in their own 
right. The Qur'an says:

.T±j .Ti> y JU.I .TeJ dill dill dJL. : J»
•-r.4* ‘ ‘ j- Jj?»

Say: O God, Lord of Sovereignty! Thou givest sovereignty 
to whom Thou pleasest, and takest away sovereignty from 
whom Thou pleasest. Thou exaltest whom Thou plcascst, and 
abasest whom Thou pleasest. In Thy hand is all good: for 
Thou hast power over all things.80

Thus, the real source of all sovereignty is the will of God as 
manifested in the ordinances of the shari'ah. The power of the 
Muslim community is of a vicarious kind, being held, as it were, 
in trust from God; and so the Islamic state—which, as we have 
seen, owes its existence to the will of the people and is subject to 
control by them—derives its sovereignty, ultimately, from God. 
If it conforms to the shar'i conditions on which I have dwelt in the 
preceding pages, it has a claim to the allegiance of its citizens in 
consonance with the words of the Prophet:

Xu _j.$!l ‘ •*!  •»! xji ^tU.1

“He who obeys me, obeys God; and he who disobeys me, disobeys 
God. And he who obeys the amir (i.e., the head of the state), 
obeys me; and he who disobeys the amir, disobeys me.”” Thus, 
when the majority of the community have decided to entrust the 
government to a particular leader, every Muslim citizen must con
sider himself morally bound by that decision even if it goes against 
his personal preferences.

The Head of the State
Since the purpose of an Islamic state is not “self-determination” for 
a racial or cultural entity but the establishment of Islamic Law as a

Qur’an 3:26.
“ Al-Bukhiri and Muslim, on the authority of AbO Hurayrah. 
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practical proposition in man's affairs, it is obvious that only a 
person who believes in the Divine origin of that Law—in a word, 
a Muslim—may be entrusted with the office of head of the state. 
Just as there can be no fully Islamic life without an Islamic state, 
no state can be termed truly Islamic unless it is administered by 
people who can be supposed to submit willingly to the Divine Law 
of Islam.

This principle would naturally cause no difficulty in countries 
populated entirely or almost entirely by Muslims (as, for instance. 
Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan). But in those Muslim countries 
which contain appreciable non-Muslim minorities—and the ma
jority of Muslim countries fall within this category—the above 
demand may cause some apprehension inasmuch as it would seem 
to imply a discrimination between Muslim and non-Muslim citizens. 
To be sure, this fear of discrimination relates only to the theory and 
not to the practice of government: for in countries where Muslims 
form an overwhelming majority (and only these can justifiably be 
termed "Muslim countries"), the leadership of the state auto
matically accrues to them. Nevertheless, in the context of modem 
political thought, which is so strongly influenced by Western con
cepts and prejudices, even a theoretical discrimination on the ground 
of religion might be unpalatable to many Muslims, not to mention 
the non-Muslim minorities living in their midst. One must, there
fore, frankly admit from the outset that without a certain amount 
of differentiation between Muslim and non-Muslim there can be 
no question of our ever having an Islamic state or states in the 
sense envisaged in Qur'an and Sunnah. Consequently, any pre
varication on this subject is utterly dishonest with regard to both 
the non-Muslim world around us and the Muslim community 
itself.

This does not and cannot mean that we should discriminate 
against non-Muslim citizens in the ordinary spheres of life. On 
the contrary, they must be accorded all the freedom and protection 
which a Muslim citizen can legitimately claim: only they may not 
be entrusted with the key position of leadership. One cannot escape 
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the fact that no non-Muslim citizen—however great his personal 
integrity and his loyalty to the state—could, on psychological 
grounds, ever be supposed to work wholeheartedly for the ideolo
gical objectives of Islam; nor, in fairness, could such a demand be 
made of him. On the other hand, no ideological organization 
(whether based on religious or other doctrines) can afford to entrust 
the direction of its affairs to persons not professing its ideology. Is 
it, for instance, conceivable that a non-Communist could be given 
a political key position—not to speak of supreme leadership of the 
state—in Soviet Russia? Obviously not, and logically so: for as 
long as communism supplies the ideological basis of the state, only 
persons who identify themselves unreservedly with its aims can be 
relied upon to translate those aims into terms of administrative 
policy.

The above finding, taken in conjunction with the nay; ordinance, 

,411 »i i^j.1

"Obey God and obey the Apostle and those in authority from 
among you," leads us inescapably to the conclusion that those who 
are to wield supreme authority in the Islamic state and are to be 
responsible for the shaping of its policies should always be Muslims: 
and this not merely de facto, by virtue of their majority in the 
country, but also de jure, by virtue of a constitutional enactment. 
If we are resolved to make Islam the dominant factor in our lives, 
we must have the moral courage to declare openly that we are not 
prepared to endanger our future by falling into line with the 
demands of that spurious "liberalism" which refuses to attribute 
any importance to men’s religious convictions; and that, on the 
contrary, the beliefs a man holds are far more important to us than 
the mere accident of his having been born or naturalized in our 
country.

It is obvious, then, that the head of an Islamic state must be a 
Muslim. In consonance with the principle enunciated in the Qur’an, 
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“Behold, the noblest of you before God is the most righteous of 
you,"” he must be chosen on merit alone; and this precludes any 
considerations of race, family origin, or previous social status. The 
Prophet said:

*-L jif y— X*  ulj >1-1

“Hear and obey, even though your amir be an Abyssinian slave 
with crinkly hair.””

Apart from the stipulation that the prospective amir**  be a Muslim 
and the "most righteous of you”—which obviously implies that 
he must be mature, wise, and superior in character—the sharFah 
does not specify any further conditions for eligibility to this office, 
nor does it lay down any particular mode of election, or circum
scribe the extent of the electorate. Consequently, these details are 
to be devised by the community in accordance with its best interests 
and the exigencies of the time. The same applies to the question 
of the period during which the amir shall hold office. It is con
ceivable that a definite number of years may be fixed for this purpose 
(possibly with the right to reelection); alternatively, the amir's 
tenure of office may be subject to termination when the incumbent 
reaches a certain age limit, provided he discharges his duties loyally 
and efficiently; or, as a third alternative, the tenure of office may be 
for life, with the same proviso as above—that is to say, the amir 
would have to relinquish his office only if and when it becomes 
evident that he does not loyally perform his duties or that he is no 
longer able to maintain efficiency owing to bodily ill-health or 
mental debility. In this wide latitude regarding the tenure of the 
amir's office we see another illustration of the great flexibility in
herent in the political law of Qur’an and Sunnah.

■■ Qur’an 49:13.
“ Al-Bukhari, on the authority of Anas.
14 1 am using here the designation amir (which may be translated as ‘‘com
mander," ‘■leader,’’ or "holder of authority”) for the sake of convenience alone. 
Although it is one of the two designations used most frequently by the Prophet 
when referring to the head of the community (the other being imam), the Mus
lims arc under no timr'i obligation to adopt this title in preference to any other.
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The Principle of Consultation

As we have seen, the shari'ah refrains deliberately from providing 
detailed regulations for all the manifold, changing requirements of 
our social existence. The need for continuous, temporal legislation 
is, therefore, self-evident. In an Islamic state, this legislation would 
relate to the many problems of administration not touched upon 
by the shari'ah at all, as .well as the problems with regard to which 
the shari'ah has provided general principles but no detailed laws. 
In cither instance it is up to the community to evolve the relevant, 
detailed legislation through an exercise of independent reasoning 
(ijlihOd) in consonance with the spirit of Islamic Law and the best 
interests of the nation, it goes without saying that in matters 
affecting the communal side of our life no legislative ijlihadi de
cisions can possibly be left to the discretion of individuals : they 
must be based on a definite consensus (ijma') of the whole com
munity (which, of course, does not preclude the community's 
agreement, in any matter under consideration, on an ijtihadi finding 
arrived at previously by an individual scholar or a group of scholars).

Who is to enact this temporal, communal legislation? Obviously, 
the community as a whole cannot be expected to sit together and 
to legislate; and so there must be a person or a limited number of 
persons to whom the community could delegate its legislative 
powers and whose decisions would be binding on all. The question 
is, thus, to what person or persons should this task be entrusted?

Many Muslims are of the opinion—seemingly justified by the 
example of the Right-Guided Caliphate—that all powers pertaining 
to temporal, non-shar'i legislation should be vested in one person, 
namely, the amir: for. having been freely elected by the community, 
he may be deemed to represent the community not only in executive 
but also in legislative concerns. However, many other .Muslims 
hold the view—also supported by historical evidence—that so great 
an accumulation of power in one man’s hands is always fraught 
with the gravest of risks. For one thing, an individual, however 
brilliant, righteous and well-intentioned, may easily commit mis
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takes of judgment owing to personal bias in this or that matter; 
whereas, on the other hand, in an assembly composed of many 
persons, the very existence of contrasting opinions—and the ensuing 
debate on these opinions—tends to illuminate every problem from 
various angles: thus, the danger of individual bias obtruding itself 
on legislation is, if not eliminated, at least greatly reduced. Nor is 
this all. Possession of absolute power often corrupts its possessor 
and tempts him to abuse it, consciously or unconsciously, in his 
own interest or in that of his partisans. In accordance with this 
view, the legislative powers of the state should be vested in a body 
of legislators whom the community would elect for this specific 
purpose.

It would thus appear that the Muslims are free to make their 
choice between an autocratic rule exercised by the amir on the one 
hand, and a rule by council (or assembly, or parliament, or what
ever name we may give to it), on the other. But when we examine 
this question more closely, we find that in reality the apparent free
dom of choice between these two alternatives is nonexistent, the 
issue having been decided most categorically by the Qur’anic 
ordinance.

r*=i  <* jj4 |>v'

“Their [the Believers’) communal business (umr) is to be [transacted 
in] consultation among themselves.”’4

This naff injunction must be regarded as the fundamental, 
operative clause of all Islamic thought relating to statecraft. It is 
so comprehensive that it reaches out into almost every department 
of political life, and it is so self-expressive and unequivocal that no 
attempt at arbitrary interpretation can change its purport. The 
word amr in this injunction refers to all affairs of a communal 
nature and therefore also to the manner in which the government 
of an Islamic state is to be established: that is, to the elective 
principle underlying all governmental authority. Beyond that, the 
phrase amruhum shurd baynahum—literally, "their communal 
“ Qur’an 42:38. 
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business is consultation among themselves"—makes the transaction 
of all political business not only consequent upon, but synonymous 
with, consultation: which means that the legislative powers of the 
state must be vested in an assembly chosen by the community 
specifically for this purpose.

Elective Assembly

It is evident from the context that the expression "among them
selves” in the Qur’anic ordinance under consideration refers to the 
whole community: hence, the legislative assembly—or, to use a 
term well known throughout Muslim history, the majlis ash-shOra 
—must be truly representative of the entire community, both men 
and women. Such a representative character can be achieved only 
through free and general elections: therefore, the members of the 
majlis must be elected by means of the widest possible suffrage, 
including both men and women. The extent of that suffrage and 
the qualifications to be demanded of the voters—like those of the 
candidates—are details regarding which neither Qur'an nor Sunnah 
provides any clear-cut legislation, and which, consequently, are 
left to the discretion of the community in the light of the require
ments of the time.

One could, of course, argue that, instead of being elected— 
directly or indirectly—by the whole community, the majlis might be 
sufficiently representative if its members were simply nominated 
by the amir—because, owing as he docs his position and authority 
to a popular mandate, he might be deemed to be an embodiment of 
the community's will. But whatever support may be invoked for 
this view from Muslim history, its weakness at once becomes 
apparent if we bear in mind that the manner in which a legislative 
body comes into being must be counted among the most important 
affairs of state: and if we accept the Divine dictum that all our 
communal affairs arc to be transacted on the basis of popular con
sultation. wc cannot escape the conclusion that the process of 
constituting the majlis must be, in itself, an outcome of "consul
tation" in the widest and most direct sense of the word. In complex 
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societies like ours, such a consultation can take no form other than 
that of elections during which the merits of the respective candi
dates arc publicly discussed and the votes cast accordingly. 
The method of elections—direct or indirect, transferable or non- 
transfcrablc vote, regional or proportional representation, and so 
forth—has not been laid down in the shari'ah and is, therefore, a 
matter for communal decision.

One important point, however, has been clearly stipulated by 
the Prophet with regard to ail public appointments and, thus, 
with regard to elective appointments as well: the prohibition of 
self-canvassing. The Prophet said:

ujj I cKj 1U— J*  o| dliji 4 tjLyi JI—j y
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“Do not solicit an office of authority [imlrah], for if it is given to 
you for the asking, you will be left therein to your own resources, 
while, if it is given to you without asking, you will be aided [by God) 
therein.”" In the light of the teachings of Islam, the Prophet 
obviously implied that in order to be adequate to one’s responsi
bilities, one must be aided therein by God; on the other hand, lack 
of Divine aid must necessarily result in failure, however great one’s 
personal resources. To make his point clear, the Prophet consistently 
refused to make any administrative appointment whenever the 
person concerned asked for it. For instance, when he was ap
proached by one of his Companions with the request for a govern
ment post, he answered emphatically:

4*  ■yj «1L jji u> j. y it, b[

“By God, we do not appoint to such work anyone who asks for it, 
nor anyone who covets it”*’

Thus, it would be in full keeping with the spirit of the shari'ah 
if the constitution of an Islamic state would explicitly declare that 
self-canvassing by any person desirous of being appointed to an 

'• Al-Bukhjri and Muslim, on the authority of'Abd ar-Rahman ibn Samurah. 
” ibid., on the authority of AbO Musa. 
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administrative post (including that of head of the state) or of being 
elected to a representative assembly shall automatically disqualify 
that person from being elected or appointed. Such an enactment 
would immediately remove a weighty objection on the part of many 
contemporary iVtuslims to a "government by council.” At present 
anyone possessing local influence or wealth may—regardless of 
his real worth—secure his election to a legislative assembly by 
exercising a certain amount of “persuasion” on his electors; but 
under the above-mentioned enactment, all such attempts at direct 
persuasion would lead to immediate disqualification. It would, 
of course, still be possible for an influential but otherwise worthless 
candidate to avoid the outward appearance of self-canvassing by 
making use of a party organization or of individual middlemen who 
would make propaganda for him among the public. However, the 
fact that the candidate himself would be debarred from delivering 
electioneering speeches or from otherwise addressing the electorate 
in his own behalf would make the task extremely difficult: with the 
result that, as a rule, only a person enjoying well-deserved and 
unsolicited esteem among the electorate would have a genuine 
chance of success.

Differences of Opinion

It has already been mentioned that the legislative work of the 
majlis ash-shUri will relate only to matters of public concern, and 
more particularly to matters which have not been regulated in 
terms of law by the mifiif of Qur’an and Sunnah. Whenever the 
interests of the community call for a legislative enactment, the 
majlis must first look into the context of the shari'ali for a guiding 
general principle of law bearing on the problem under consider
ation. If such a general principle is forthcoming, it falls within the 
scope of the legislature to draw up an enactment in consonance 
with the established short principle. But very often the majlis will 
be confronted with problems on which the shari’ah is entirely silent: 
problems, that is, for which neither detailed rulings nor even a 
general principle have been formulated in the nuffif. In such 
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instances it is for the majlis to devise the requisite legislation, 
taking only the spirit of Islam and the community’s welfare into 
consideration.

All this presupposes, of course, that the members of the majlis 
are not only possessed of a good working knowledge of the zwyfij 
of Qur’Sn and Sunnah, but are also people of understanding and 
insight (u/u 'l-alhah), alive to the sociological requirements of the 
community and worldly affairs in general: in other words, edu
cation and maturity are indispensable qualifications for election 
to the majlis ash-shirH.

But even if the members of the majlis possess these qualifications, 
it is highly improbable that they will always view a given social 
situation in exactly the same light and, consequently, reach full 
unanimity as to the legislative measures required to meet that 
situation. This diversity of views is only natural, for all human 
reasoning is a highly subjective process and can never be fully 
dissociated from the thinker’s temperamental leanings, habits, 
social background, and past experiences: in brief, from all the 
manifold influences which act together in the shaping of what we 
describe as a “human personality.” However, true progress is not 
possible without such a variety of opinions, for it is only through 
the friction of variously constituted intellects and through the 
stimulating effect they have on one another that social problems 
are gradually clarified and thus brought within the range of 
solution.

It is this that the Prophet had in mind when he said:

ifj J.I -UL

"The differences of opinion among the learned within my 
community are [a sign of] God’s grace."* ” We should not, 
therefore, be perturbed by the certain expectation that the decisions 
of the majlis ash-shurQ in an Islamic state—like those of other 
legislative assemblies the world over—will hardly ever be established 
through a unanimous vote. The only thing we may legitimately 
'• As-SuyO(i, Al-JOml' af->agliir. 
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expect will be decisions obtained on the majority principle—pre
ferably a simple majority in respect of ordinary legislation, and 
perhaps a two-thirds majority in questions of exceptional im
portance, such as a demand for deposition of the government (to 
be discussed later), amendment of the constitution, declaration of 
war, and so forth. ,

In view of the obvious shortcomings of most of die so-called 
"democratic” systems prevailing in the modem West, some con
temporary Muslims dislike the idea of making the legislative 
activities in an Islamic state dependent on a mere counting of 
votes. The bare fact, so they argue, that a legislative measure has 
been supported by a majority does not necessarily imply that it is 
a “right" measure: for it is always possible that the majority, 
however large and even well-intentioned, is on occasion mistaken, 
while the minority—in spite c.f its being a minority—is right.

The objective truth of this view cannot be disputed. The human 
mind is extremely fallible; moreover, men do not always follow 
the promptings of right and equity; and the history of the world 
is full of instances of wrong decisions made by a foolish or selfish 
majority in spite of the warnings of a wiser minority. Nevertheless, 
it is difficult to see what alternative there could be, within a legis
lative body, to the principle of majority decisions. Who is to 
establish, from case to case, whether the majority or the minority is 
right? Whose opinion shall prevail? One might, of course, suggest 
that the final verdict should rest with the amir; but—quite apart 
from the fact that the granting of such absolute power to any one 
person militates against the principle of amrulium shiird baynahum 
so strongly insisted upon by the Law of Islam—is it not equally 
possible that the amir is mistaken, while the view of the majority 
is right? Is there any Divine guarantee attached to his views? To 
this, the critics of the majority principle usually give the answer: 
"When we are about to elect the amir, we must see to it that the 
wisest and most righteous person is chosen; and the very fact of his 
having been chosen on the grounds of his superior wisdom and 
righteousness should be guarantee enough that his decisions will 
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be right." Quite true: but is it not equally true that the Muslims 
are supposed to elect the majlis ash-shura on the basis of the 
wisdom and the righteousness attributable to each candidate? Is 
this not “guarantee enough” that the decisions arrived at by the 
majority of these legislators will always be correct? Of course not. 
In either instance—whether in that of the amir or of the majlis— 
"guarantee enough” can never be a substitute for perfect guaran
tee; and this is, unfortunately, beyond human reach. The best we 
can hope for is that when an assembly composed of reasonable 
persons discusses a problem, the majority of them will finally agree 
upon a decision which in all probability will be right. It is for this 
reason that the Prophet strongly, and on many occasions, ad
monished the Muslims:

^$1 l*ll

"Follow the largest group,and,

“It is your duty to stand by the united community and the majority 
[al-'ammah]."M

In fact, human ingenuity has not evolved a better method for 
corporate decisions than the majority principle. No doubt, a ma
jority can err; but so can a minority. From whatever angle we 
view the matter, the fallibility of the human mind makes the com
mitting of errors an inescapable factor of human life; and so we 
have no choice but to learn through trial and error and subsequent 
correction.

" Ibn MSjah. on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar. 
•• Ahmad ibn Hanbal. on the authority of Mu'adh ibn Jabal,



Chapter IV

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXECUTIVE AND 
LEGISLATURE

Interdependence of Functions

The principle of "consultation among themselves” underlying the 
creation of the majlis ash-shurd naturally includes the amir among 
the legislators; for, having been elected by the community as head 
of the state, he must be regarded as its foremost representative in 
all matters pertaining to communal business. More than that: by 
virtue of his being the focal point of all amr in an Islamic polity, 
the amir cannot be merely an ordinary member of the majlis, but 
must be its leader, duty-bound to guide its activities and to preside 
—either personally or through a delegate—over its deliberations. 
This stipulation, implying as it does the idea that in a state subject 
to the authority of a Divine Law there can be no radical separation 
of the legislative and the executive phases of government, con
stitutes a most important, specifically Islamic contribution to poli
tical theory.

In the democratic states of the West, a sharply drawn division 
between legislature and executive is considered to be the only 
effective safeguard against a possible abuse of power by the execu
tive. This Western principle of government has certain merits: for 
by according to the legislature the attribute of "sovereignty" and 
thus placing it in a position of control over the day-to-day working 
of the executive, the latter is undoubtedly held in check and pre
vented from exercising its power in an irresponsible manner. How
ever, equally undoubtedly, the government as a whole—in both its 
executive and legislative aspects—is more often than not (and 
especially in times of national emergency, when executive decisions 
have to be rapid) greatly hampered by this radical separation of 
functions, and is thus obviously at a disadvantage vis-S-vis states 

[51]
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governed autocratically. Islam, as wc know, is as uncompro
misingly opposed to autocracy as any of the Western democratic 
polities could conceivably be: but in this, as in so many other 
matters, Islam follows a "middle way,” avoiding the disadvantages 
of either of these systems and securing to the Muslim community 
the advantages of both. By integrating the executive and the legis
lative phases of government through the instrumentality of the 
amir (whose function as president of the legislative assembly has 
been made a necessary corollary of his executive function as head 
of state), wc can fruitfully overcome that duality of power which 
in Europe and America so often places the executive and the legis
lature in opposition to one another, and at times makes parlia
mentary government unwieldy or even ineffectual. But this gain 
in efficiency (normally so characteristic of "totalitarian," autocratic 
governments) is, in an Islamic state, not achieved at the cost of 
relinquishing the principle of popular control over the activities 
of the government. Indeed, any possible tendency toward auto
cracy on the part of the executive is checked at the outset by the 
stipulation, amruhum shard baynahurn, which means that the trans
action of all governmental activities, executive as well as legislative, 
must be an outcome of consultation among the accredited repre
sentatives of the community.

In logical pursuance of this principle of interdependence, wc 
must conclude that the decisions arrived at by the majlis ash-shura 
through a majority vote are not of a merely advisory character—to 
be accepted or rejected by the holders of executive power at their 
discretion—but are legally binding on them.

A Historical Analysis

We know that at the time of the four Right-Guided Caliphs there 
was no legislative assembly in the modern sense of this term. To 
be sure, those great Caliphs did consult the leaders of the com
munity on all outstanding problems of policy; but neither were the 
persons thus consulted properly "elected" by the community for 
this purpose, nor did the Caliph feel himself bound in every instance 
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to follow the advice tendered. He asked for advice, considered it 
on its merits, and thereupon made his decision in accordance with 
what he thought right—sometimes accepting the opinion of the 
majority, sometimes that of the minority, and sometimes over
ruling both. One might, therefore, be tempted to ask: If the Right- 
Guided Caliphs, who had been among the most intimate Com
panions of the Prophet, did not consider it necessary to have a 
properly elected council oj to follow implicitly the advice of what
ever council there was, how can anyone claim today (a) that the 
majlis ash-shilra of an Islamic state must be constituted on the 
basis of popular elections, and (Z>) that the legislation obtained in 
such a majlis is under all circumstances binding on the executive?

Il is comparatively easy to answer the first part of the above 
question. When the first Caliph, Abu Bakr, was confronted with 
the necessity—dictated by the Qur'anic principle, amruhum shitra 
baynahum—of having a council which would assist him in governing 
the state, he instinctively turned to an institution that was sanction
ed by immemorial custom and had not been repudiated by the 
sharfah, namely, an assembly of tribal chiefs and leaders of clans. 
In the circumstances, the Caliph's choice was undoubtedly correct, 
for in spite of the considerable loosening of tribal ties brought 
about by Islam, those ties had not yet been discarded. The 
Arabian society of that time had preserved its tribal structure 
to a very large extent, and so the leaders of tribes and clans did in 
fact, if not in law, possess the authority to speak and act in the 
name of the groups they represented. The views on communal 
matters expressed by, say, the leader of the Banu Zuhiah clan of 
Quraysh or of the anfari tribe of Aws were almost always identical 
with the views held by all other members of those clans or tribes. 
Had the Caliph insisted on elections, it would invariably have been 
those very chieftains (most of whom had been Companions of the 
Prophet) whom the community would have designated as its repre
sentatives: hence, there was no need to call for elections. All that 
the Caliph had to do was to summon the outstanding Companions 
and tribal chiefs—and there was his majlis ash-shura, as repre- 
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scntativc of the community as it ever could have been under the 
conditions then prevailing. This structural peculiarity of Muslim 
society remained practically unchanged throughout the reign of 
the four Right-Guided Caliphs, with the result that none of them 
saw any reason for changing the method by which the council came 
into being.

However, modern Muslim society (like most other civilized 
societies) has long since outgrown the tribal mode of life, with the 
result that clan leadership has lost its erstwhile importance. Conse
quently. we have no longer any way of ascertaining the opinions 
of the community except by means of a popular vote. In matters 
of outstanding importance, this vote may take the shape of a 
referendum; in matters of day-to-day legislation, nobody has as 
yet devised a better method than elections: that is, the free appoint
ment by the community of a number of persons who would act as 
its representatives. This is so obvious that I would not have dwell 
on it were it not for the fact that so many Muslims have not yet 
grasped the structural difference (a most far-reaching difference) 
between our present society and that which existed in the early days 
of Islam. Faced with conditions similar to ours, the Right-Guided 
Caliphs would certainly have reached political conclusions vastly 
different from those they reached thirteen centuries ago; in other 
words, they would have had their majlis elected through popular 
vote.

This finding applies not only to the method by which the majlis 
should come into being, but also to the terms of reference under 
which it would work and the position which it should occupy 
within the framework of a modern Islamic state—more specifically, 
to the question of whether or not the legislative decisions of the 
majlis should be binding on the executive.

It is historically established that the Prophet himself frequently 
called for and followed the advice of his Companions in matters 
of state, and this in obedience to the words of the Qur’an, 
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“Take counsel with them in all communal business [<ww]; and when 
you have decided on a course of action, place your trust in God."1 
Some Muslim scholars conclude from the wording of this verse that 
the leader of the community, although obliged to take counsel, is 
nevertheless free to act thereupon in whatever way he deems fit; 
but the arbitrariness of this conclusion becomes obvious as soon 
as we recall that this Qur’an verse was revealed just before the 
Battle of U hud—that is, on an occasion when the Prophet felt 
constrained, against his own better judgment, to defer to the advice 
of the majority of his Companions, He was definitely of the 
opinion—subsequently justified by events—that the Muslims should 
not meet the numerically superior army of the Meccan Quraysh 
in the open field, but should fall back behind the fortifications of 
Medina instead. In this view he was supported by several of his 
Companions; but as most of the others insisted on going forth and 
offering battle, he sorrowfully gave way to the will of the majority.

The shar'i obligation on the part of the leader to follow the 
decisions of the majority of his council is further elucidated in a 
Tradition on the authority of the fourth Caliph, 'All, relating to 
the Qur’an verse we are now considering. When the Prophet was 
asked about the implications of the word 'azm (deciding upon a 
course of action) which occurs in this verse, he answered:

pdA* 1 f Jjl tjjli.

“[It means) taking counsel with knowledgeable people [ahi ar-ra'y] 
and following them therein."’ To Abu Bakr and 'Umar, who often 
constituted what we would describe today as his "inner council," 
the Prophet once said:

U J l.r».tyl jJ

“If you two agree on a counsel, I shall not dissent from you,"’

■ Qur’an 3:159.
’ Ibn Kathlr, Tafslr (Cairo; 1343 A.H.). Vol. II. p. 277.
■ tmim Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Musnad. on the authority of 'Abd ar-Rahman 
ibn Ghanam.
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Nevertheless, it is not difficult to guess why the Right-Guided 
Caliphs occasionally deviated from this strict observance of the 
principle, amruhum shiira baynalium. For one thing, the rapidly 
changing aspect of the Islamic Commonwealth (to which reference 
has been made in chapter ii) made it sometimes impossible to leave 
the final decision in matters of state to people who, however well- 
meaning and wise, could not be supposed to be currently informed 
about everything that was going on in the wide and continuously 
expanding realm. Furthermore, the Right-Guided Caliphs were 
fully aware that political consciousness among the general run 
of Muslims was still in its infancy and that, consequently, there 
was always a danger that political views might be colored by 
considerations of tribal interest; and so. although they established 
councils and called for advice whenever the need arose, they held 
themselves free to accept or to reject the advice of their consultants. 
Most probably this was the only course open to them at the time. 
Still, it is just possible that so unfettered a freedom of decision on 
the part of the head of the state was one of the factors contributing 
to the rapid decay of the Caliphate; for although it led to admirable 
results in the case of an exceedingly strong and farsighted 
personality like ‘Umar, it brought the institution of the Caliphate 
itself into discredit whenever a weaker ruler committed a serious 
error of judgment. Might not. perhaps, the entire Muslim history 
have taken a different course if, for instance, ‘Uthman had held 
himself bound (in the legal sense of the word) always to follow the 
decisions of a properly constituted majlis ash-shural

Whatever answer may be given to this hypothetical question, we 
are certainly not justified to expect that every amir would possess 
the genius and the strength of purpose of an ‘Umar. On the contra
ry, all history shows that such personalities arc extremely rare 
exceptions, and that the vast majority of administrators, at all 
times and in all societies, are prone to commit grievous errors if 
left entirely to their own devices. Hence, they should not be left 
to their own devices, and should be allowed to govern only in con
sultation with the accredited representatives of the whole com
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munity: which is one of the classical lessons of history that no 
nation may neglect except at its own peril.

Executive Powers

Thus, we have come to the conclusion that an Islamic state must be 
governed by means of consultation: that is to say, by means of an 
intimate collaboration between the legislature and the executive 
(the leadership of both being vested in one and the same person, 
namely, the amir). But what is to be the technical relationship 
between these two branfches of government? Does the principle 
according to which all government business must be an outcome 
of consultation (amruhum shurU haynahum) place on the executive 
an obligation to submit every detail of day-to-day administration 
to the prior consent of the legislature? If this were so, no govern
mental machinery could ever work efficiently: a state of affairs 
that could not possibly have been countenanced by the sharfah. 
It is, therefore, to the sharPah that we must turn for an answer to 
this dilemma. And an answer is, indeed, forthcoming from the 
Qur’an itself.

We have already had occasion to consider the Qur’an verse that 
says,

J*  ’M* J

"Take counsel with them in all communal business; and when you 
have decided upon a course of action, place your trust in God."1 
From this verse wc have concluded that the amir is under an obli
gation to accept the decisions of the majlis ash-shurU as binding 
on him; but the phrase, “and when you have decided upon a course 
of action, place your trust in God," leads us to a further conclusion. 
Whenever the Qur’an or the Prophet speak of the necessity of 
tawakkul (placing one’s trust in God), they invariably refer to 
actions that are not strictly circumscribed by the available nuyu> 
and call, therefore, for individual judgment as to the manner in 
which they arc to be performed—in other words, they refer to 
• Qur’an 3:159. 
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actions that allow the person concerned a certain latitude of choice 
subject to the dictates of his conscience. With reference to the 
problem we arc discussing here, this finding could be summed up 
thus: Although the amir is bound by the temporal legislation 
enacted by the majlis ash-shura and by its decisions on major 
questions of policy, the manner in which he translates those de
cisions and directives into terms of day-to-day administration is 
left to the discretion of the executive over which he presides; and 
although the majlis, on the other hand, is empowered to frame 
the temporal laws on the basis of which the country is to be governed, 
to decide the major policies which arc to be pursued, and in a 
general way to supervise the activities of the government, it is not 
entitled to interfere with the day-to-day working of the executive. 
From this it follows that the amir must possess executive powers 
within the fullest meaning of these words. An office of head of 
state shorn of all real power and reduced to a mere figurehead—as, 
for example, that of the president of pre-Gaullist France or the 
queen of England—is obviously redundant from the viewpoint of 
the Qur’anic injunction which makes the Muslims’ obedience to 
"those who hold authority" (u/u 'l-amr) a corollary of their obedi
ence to God and His Apostle.6

Structure of Government

However, even if full executive powers are conceded to the amir, 
the question remains as to whether those powers—and the functions 
resulting from them—are to be vested in him alone (as is, for 
instance, the case with the president of the United States), or 
whether he should exercise them in partnership, as it were, with 
a cabinet of ministers representing the major parties in the majlis 
ash-shura and depending for their tenure of office on this body's 
vote of confidence. There exists no explicit shar'i enactment in 
cither of these two directions. Nevertheless, from the wording of 
many authentic Traditions it appears that the Prophet envisaged 
the concentration of all executive responsibilities in the hands of 
* See Qur’an 4:59. 
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one person (whom he described variously as amir or imdm) as 
being the most suitable for the purposes of an Islamic polity. Here 
are some of these Traditions:

■*-"  jmS'I Xj> Jl_a» J., oil 4_1> Jclll

." «<bj U*  fU^I M-» * jl-“ Ali JJ.S1

He who obeys me, obeys God; and he who disobeys me, 
disobeys God. And he who obeys the amir, obeys me; and 
he who disobeys the amir, disobeys me. Behold, the leader 
[al-imiim] is but a shield from behind which the people fight 
and by which they protect themselves/

JA- o*j [b j-Ul J» ts-i11 fUyu ‘ c-v J/— (33G [b (XIS' U'
■ ■ - “-fa J*

Verily, each of you is a shepherd, and each of you is 
responsible for his flock. (Thus,) the leader [rmdm] who is 
placed over the people is a shepherd responsible for his 
flock...’

•I*.  OU * fUai-l 01 <«VU 4-b IjTj •-U Lb! £jU
btr-'U ‘tfe

He who has pledged allegiance to an imam, giving him 
his hand and the fruit of his heart, shall obey him if he can 
[i.e., as long as he is not ordered to commit a sin]; and if 
another person tries to usurp the imam's rights, smite that 
other person’s neck."

These and similar sayings of the Prophet are entirely in keeping 
It his more general command that whenever a group of Muslims 
engaged on any work of common importance, one man should 
chosen from among them to lead the others." Nevertheless,

' Al-Bukhdrl and Muslim, on the authority of Abo Hurayrah.
’ Ibid., on the authority of ‘Abd Allah ibn 'Umar.
• Muslim, on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr.
• Most of the authentic Traditions to this effect have been quoted and analysed 
by Muhammad ibn 'All ash-Shawkini (died 1255 a.h.) in his classical work 
Nay! al-Aw/dr (Cairo; 1344 A.H.). Vol. IX, pp. 157-158. 
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one mighi perhaps argue thal even a government on the European 
parliamentary pattern—that is. a cabinet of ministers deriving their 
mandates from and directly responsible to the legislature—would 
not necessarily ofTend against the principle of one-man leadership 
inasmuch as in an Islamic state the cabinet would be headed by the 
amir who, as we know, combines in his person the twin functions 
of head of the state and of prime minister. Common sense, how
ever, tells us that such an arrangement would render the position 
of the amir highly anomalous. On the one hand, he is supposed 
to be the executive dhu 'l-amr (holder of authority) in his own right, 
by virtue of a popular election, while, on the other hand, he 
would have to share his executive responsibilities with a group of 
ministers individually responsible to the legislature: thus, it would 
be the parties represented in the majlis, and not the amir, who 
would be the ultimate fount of all executive power in the state. 
Apart from the fact that such an arrangement would militate 
against the Islamic concept of leadership, it would result unavoid
ably in the government's policy being always dependent on a com
promise—or, rather, on an unending series of compromises— 
between various, sometimes conflicting, party programs, and never 
being able to attain that single-mindedness and inner continuity 
so essential for an Islamic state.

This principle of compromise between opposing party programs 
may be necessary—and sometimes even morally justifiable—in 
communities which are not animated by any definite ideology and 
are, therefore, bound to subordinate all political decisions to the 
people’s changing views as to what may be the right course of 
action under given circumstances; but it is certainly out of place 
in an ideological Islamic state in which the concepts of “right” and 
“wrong” have a definite connotation and cannot possibly be made 
dependent on mere expediency. In such a state, not only legislation 
but also administrative policy must at al) times be expressive of the 
ideology on which the community has agreed beforehand; and this 
can never come about if the government is obliged to subordinate 
its day-to-day activity to a consideration of fluctuating party poli
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tics. This, of course, does not preclude the existence of “parties” 
in an Islamic legislature. If freedom of opinion and of criticism is 
recognized as the citizen’s inherent right (as it undoubtedly is in 
the political concept of Islam), the people must be accorded the 
freedom to group together, if they so desire, for the purpose of 
propagating certain sets of views as to what should be the policy 
of the state on this or that question; and provided those views 
do not run counter to the ideology on which the state is based—that 
is, the shari'ah—the parties thus constituted must have the right 
to argue them in and outside the majlis ash-shdrU. However, this 
freedom to form parties-and to advocate their programs should 
not be allowed to influence the administrative practice of the 
government—as it necessarily would if the latter were composed of 
ministers who receive their mandate from, and remain responsible 
to, the party organizations represented in the majlis.

In view of all this, it would seem that a “presidential’’ system of 
government, somewhat akin to that practiced in the United States, 
would correspond more closely to the requirements of an Islamic 
polity than a “parliamentary" government in which the executive 
powers are shared by a cabinet jointly and severally responsible 
to the legislature. In other words, it is the amir alone to whom all 
administrative powers and functions should be entrusted, and it is 
he alone who should be responsible to the majlis—and through it, 
to the people—for the policies of the government. The ministers 
ought to be no more than his administrative assistants or “secre
taries," appointed by him at his own discretion and responsible 
only to him. As a matter of Tact, the very term wazlr (popularly 
translated as “minister") which the Prophet used in connection 
with problems of government denotes a person who helps the head 
of the state to bear his burdens: in short, an administrative assistant. 
Thus, for example, the Prophet said:

If God means well with the amir, He provides for him a 
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trustworthy assistant (wazfr) to remind him whenever he for
gets, and to help him whenever he remembers. And if (God) 
docs not mean it well with him. He provides for him an evil 
assistant, who docs not remind him whenever he forgets and 
docs not help him whenever he remembers.“

If, therefore, the Muslims adopt for their state or states the 
one-man method of government—popularly known today as the 
•‘American system”—they will but realize a principle indirectly 
recommended by the Prophet thirteen centuries ago. This alone 
should weigh heavily with them when they make their final de
cision; there is, however, yet another argument in favor of the 
one-man system.

We know that the u/u 'l-amr (holders of authority) in an Islamic 
state must be Muslims. If the executive powers of government 
were to be vested in a cabinet of ministers chosen from the legis
lature on the basis of party representation—as is customary in the 
Western European parliamentary democracies—it is these ministers 
who, together with the amir, would constitute the executive h/u 
'l-amr by virtue of the mandate they have received from the majlis'. 
in which instance the holding of ministerial power by a non
Muslim would contravene the clear-cut shar'i stipulation which 
reserves the executive leadership of the state to Muslims. Hence, the 
community would be faced with the alternative of either statutorily 
debarring non-Muslim citizens from all ministerial posts (which 
might make it difficult for the non-Muslim minorities to cooperate 
loyally with the state), or of blandly disregarding a fundamental 
injunction of the shari'ah (which would strike at the root of the 
Islamic concept of the state). However, if all executive powers and 
prerogatives are vested in the amir alone, he would obviously be 
the sole dhu 'l-amr responsible for the activities of his government, 
whereas the ministers would be no more than his secretaries or 
administrative assistants whom he would appoint at his will and 
to whom he would delegate certain tasks inherent in his office. 
Because they would not be responsible for policy-making, these 
'• Abu Da’ud and An-Nasal, on the authority of 'A’ishah. 
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secretaries could not be regarded as u/u 'l-amr in their own right— 
and so there could be no shar'i objection whatever to appointing 
a non-Muslim to a cabinet post. This would not only prevent an 
unfair discrimination against non-Muslim citizens, but, in addition, 
would make it possible for the government to utilize, on merit 
alone, all the best talent available in the country.

The mere fact that thert are considerable non-Muslim minorities 
in most of the Muslim countries should, therefore, tip the balance 
in favor of the so-called presidential system of government.

Integration of Legislature and Executive

With all this, we must never lose sight of the Qur’anic injunction. 
amruhum shurd baynahum, which, as we have seen, makes the 
transaction of all major governmental business directly dependent 
on consultation. In theory, this requirement may be fully satisfied 
by the institution of a majlis ash-shuril which would have to give 
its verdict on all important policy issues as well as evolve the 
temporal laws under which the country is to be governed. In 
practice, however, the matter is not as simple as that.

Every student of politics is aware of the fact that, strange as it 
may sound, it is not the legislative assembly but the executive 
branches of government that "make” most laws in a modern state. 
As a rule, any major item of legislation nowadays entails a great deal 
of expert preparation and research, a thorough knowledge of the 
social and economic issues involved, and, finally, considerable 
legal acumen in the formulation of the law or laws to be enacted. 
It is obvious that such an accumulation of expert knowledge and 
technical ability cannot be expected of an assembly of persons 
elected on the basis of a wide suffrage: for the electorate is, natu
rally, concerned only with the individual merits of the candidates 
—their social integrity and their reputation for intelligence—and 
is not in a position to assess each candidate’s technical qualifications 
for law-making. Quite apart from this, the comparatively large 
number of people of whom a modem parliament is necessarily 
composed would, by itself, make it exceedingly difficult to study. 
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prepare, and draft any elaborate legal enactment. Consequently, 
the relevant work of research, preparation, and drafting—and 
often also of initiating—new legislation becomes, in modern states, 
the responsibility of the executive. It is in the executive depart
ments of government that most of the major legislative bills 
are expertly prepared by civil servants trained specially for this 
purpose, and arc thereupon placed before the legislative assembly 
for discussion, possible amendment, and final decision.

Such a procedure might be entirely satisfactory from the Islamic 
point of view so far as popular consent is concerned—for. obviously, 
no legislative measure could become law unless and until it has been 
thoroughly discussed in the majlis ash-shura and finally approved 
by it with or without amendments. However, popular consent 
alone docs not constitute the beginning and the end of all Islamic 
requirements with regard to legislation: the principle of amrulium 
shura baynahum categorically demands that all governmental ac
tivity (on the legislative as well as on the executive side) should be 
a direct outcome of consultation. How can this be achieved without 
hampering the executive branch of the government at every step 
and thus destroying its freedom of action? To my mind, there is 
but one solution to this problem.

We know that in all modern parliaments special committees 
are instituted to deal with particular problems of government: 
a foreign affairs committee, a national defense committee, a judiciary 
committee, and so forth. It is before these bodies, selected by the 
members of the assembly from among themselves, that the execu
tive has from time to time to justify its policies; and it is from them 
that it has to obtain the initial approval for the manner in which 
administrative business is conducted: a procedure which naturally 
simplifies the subsequent debate in the plenary session of the parlia
ment. However, the approval or disapproval of a parliamentary 
committee—and subsequently of the entire assembly—is usually 
only a post factum verdict on the executive policies of the govern
ment: that is to say, the assembly as such (or any of its parlia
mentary committees) is only in exceptional instances, and almost 
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never from the outset, associated with the current activities of the 
executive in a way that would fully correspond to the injunction, 
amruhum shilrd baynahum. In logical compliance with this in
junction, the parliamentary committees in an Islamic assembly 
must be fully integrated with the executive and law-drafting activi
ties of the government. This could be achieved by (a) restricting 
the membership of each committee to a very small number, and (b) 
according to each of the committees the function of an advisory 
council of the minister (or secretary of state) concerned. In this 
way, all administrative policies and legislative enactments could be 
elaborated in consultation with the chosen representatives of the 
people from beginning to end while, at the same time, the govern
ment’s ability to act would remain unimpaired.

Arbitration between Legislature and Executive

There remains the important question of what to do when there is 
disagreement between the majlis ash-shurU and the executive. It 
might sometimes happen that even in spite of an intimate associ
ation of its parliamentary committees with the work of the execu
tive, the majlis deems it proper to object to a policy or an adminis
trative measure sponsored by the government because, in the 
opinion of the majority of the assembly, that policy or adminis
trative measure contravenes some of the existing laws, or otherwise 
infringes upon what the legislators regard as the best interests of 
the state; just as it is conceivable that on occasion the amir may, 
for similar reasons, feel conscience-bound to object to a decision 
reached by the majority in the majlis. The resulting conflict of 
opinions might lead to deadlocks which could not easily be resolved 
by the means usually employed in such contingencies by European 
parliamentary democracies: namely, the resignation of the govern
ment or dissolution of the parliament, followed by new elections. 
On the one hand, the executive of an Islamic state—that is, the 
amir— has been elected by the entire community, which (by the 
very act of electing him) has pledged itself to “hear and obey" so 
long as the amir docs not govern in deliberate contravention of the 
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Law of Islam; on the other hand, the amir is not entitled to override 
or simply to ignore the majority decisions of the majlis ash-sliura. 
Nor can the latter body claim for itself, as may the "sovereign" 
assemblies of most Western democracies, the right of withdrawing 
its confidence from a government that cannot agree with the 
assembly's decision on a specific issue, but is nevertheless determined 
to uphold the ethical values and incontrovertible naff ordinances 
of Islam: for. individually, the members of the majlis are bound 
by the same pledge of allegiance to the amir by which the whole 
community is bound. Thus, the deadlock becomes seemingly in
soluble. But only seemingly—for here, again, the Qur’an indicates 
a way out of a dilemma. In chapter iii we considered the Qur’anic 
injunction,

j/n jA w-L w-'
"Obey God and obey the Apostle and those in authority from 
among you." But this quotation gave us only the first part of the 
verse. Its second part runs thus:

4>l J) j (iyU 6J»

"Then, if you disagree in anything, refer it to God and the Apostle."11 
Evidently, therefore, when there is a fundamental difference be
tween the majlis ash-shurd and "those in authority from among 
you" (i.e., the amir), the point in dispute should be referred by 
cither of the two sides to the arbitration of Qur’an and Sunnah— 
or, to be more explicit, to a body of arbitrators who, after an 
impartial study of the problem, would decide which of the two 
conflicting views is closer to the spirit of Qur’an and Sunnah. 
Hence, the necessity of having an impartial machinery for arbi
tration—a kind of supreme tribunal concerned with constitutional 
issues—becomes obvious. This tribunal should have the right and 
the duty (a) to arbitrate in all instances of disagreement between 
the amir and the majlis ash-sliura referred to the tribunal by either 
of the two sides, and (6) to veto, on its own accord, any legislative 
“ Qur’an 4:59. 
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act passed by the majlis or any administrative act on the part of 
the amir which, in the tribunal's considered opinion, offends against 
a naff ordinance of Qur’an or Sunnah. In effect, this tribunal 
should be the guardian of the constitution.

Needless to say, such a tribunal must be composed of the best 
jurists that can be found in the community—men who have not 
only mastered the Qur’an and the science of haditli but who are 
also fully informed on the affairs of the world: for it is only such 
men that could decide, with as great a degree of certainty as is 
granted to the human intellect, whether or not a doubtful legis
lative act of the majlis or an administrative act of the amir is in 
accord with the spirit of Islam.

In order that the composition of this supreme tribunal should 
be the result of consultation in the shar'i sense, its members might 
be selected by the majlis from a panel of names submitted by the 
amir, or vice versa. The appointments, it seems to me. should be 
for lifetime: even if a member's active tenure of office is made 
subject to an age limit, he should retain his status and be entitled 
to full pay until the end of his life, and should not be prematurely 
removable from active service unless he is unable to discharge his 
duties on account of physical or mental debility, or has become 
guilty of misconduct (in which case, he would, of course, forfeit 
his status and emoluments). And, finally. I would suggest that a 
member, after having once been appointed to a seat on the tribunal, 
should be statutorily debarred from holding after retirement or 
resignation any other post in the state, whether elective or ap
pointive, paid or honorary. In this way, the tribunal members 
would remain free from all further ambition as well as from all 
temptation to collaborate with any political party or group interest, 
and would thus be able to achieve the highest possible degree of 
impartiality in the performance of their duties.

There can, of course, be no assurance that all the members of the 
tribunal will always agree in their conclusions; and so, again, wc 
are faced with the necessity of resorting to majority decisions 
whenever unanimity is not obtainable. But whether unanimous or 
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not, a verdict of the tribunal must be regarded as final and binding 
on all agencies of the state and on the community as a whole, so 
long as it is not superseded by a later, similarly obtained verdict. 
This last reservation is important, for it is quite conceivable that 
another time and even another composition of the tribunal may 
give rise to a different decision on the same problem: which means 
no more and no less than that here, too. the doors of ijtihad may 
never be closed.



Chapter V

THE CITIZENS AND THE GOVERNMENT

The Duly of Allegiance

When the amir has been duly elected, he may be considered to 
have received a pledge-of allegiance (bay'ah) from the whole 
community—that is, not only from the majority that had voted 
for him but also from the minority whose votes had been cast 
against him: for, in all communal decisions not involving a breach 
of any shar'i law, the will of the majority is binding on every 
member of the community. Thus, the Prophet said:

aii Ly- i-eUA-1 jjli , jUI j i_i j_i 4 JaLJ.1 «aI 4,
. J-

The hand of God is upon the community [al-JamU'ah]; and he 
who sets himself apart from it will be set apart in Hellfire.1 
He who departs from the community [faraqa 'l-jamd'ah} by 
[even] a handspan ceases to be a Muslim [literally, “throws off 
Islam from his neck"].4

1 At-Tirmidhi, on the authority of *Abd Allah ibn cUmar.
' Abtt DS’Od and Atimad ibn Hanbal, on the authority of AbO Dharr. 
’ Al-Bukharl and Muslim, on the authority of 'Ubadah ibn aj-§amit.

169)

Consequently, if the government fulfills the requirements im
posed by the shari'ah, its claim to the allegiance of the citizens is 
absolute. They arc bound

j U1W, JI J.

“to hear and to obey, in hardship and in case, in circumstances 
pleasant and unpleasant"1: in short, they must stand united behind 
the government and must be prepared to sacrifice for this unity 
ail their private comforts, interests, possessions, and even their 
lives—for 
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iil ul (H—j^1 u- rf-A* 1 s»l

• Qur'an 9:111.

"Behold, God has bought of the Faithful their persons and their 
possessions, offering them Paradise in return..

It follows, therefore, that a government ruling in the name of 
God and His Prophet and in obedience to the Law of Islam has 
the right to call upon all the resources of the citizens—including 
their personal possessions and even their lives—whenever the 
interests of the community and the security of the state demand 
such an effort. In other words, the government is entitled (a) to 
impose, over and above the zaA<lr-tax immutably laid down in 
Qur'3n and Sunnah, any additional taxes and levies that may be 
deemed necessary for the welfare of the community, (/>) to impose, 
whenever necessary, restrictions on private ownership of certain 
kinds of properties, means of production, or natural resources with 
a view to their being administered by the state as public utilities, 
and (c) to subject all able-bodied citizens to compulsory military 
service in defense of the state.

The Question of Jihad

Since this book is limited to a consideration of the constitutional 
principles underlying the concept of the Islamic state, we need not 
concern ourselves here with the legislative details which would enable 
the state to impose on its citizens taxes and other economic 
obligations in accordance with administrative needs. A few words, 
however, must be said about the citizens’ obligation to render 
military service—an obligation obviously connected with the 
concept of jihad, which, as we know, has been atrociously mis
interpreted by almost all non-Muslim critics of Islam and by not 
a few among the Muslim fuqahif themselves.

The word jihad is derived from jahada. which means "he strove 
or exerted himself." namely, against anything that implies evil; 
thus, for instance, the Prophet described man's struggle against 
his own passions and weaknesses (jiliad an-nafs) as the "greatest 
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jihad.''1 Applied to actual warfare, the term jihad has been used 
in the Qur’an exclusively to denote a war of defense—defense of 
man’s freedom of religion, of his country, and of the liberty of his 
community:

. > t
J.-HI - -rail > al u|j - JyJt oil

—uA (■«■*«!  yJJI al jlj .al Up \Jjii jl V| J- > f*A»
. IjjsT'al 1 lfc> jS'X a*- 1—* ff.j g'j-’

Permission to fight is given to those against whom war is 
being wrongfully waged—and God is indeed able to help 
them—: those who have been unjustly driven from their homes 
only because they said, "Our Lord is God." And had not 
God enabled some people to repel others, it is certain that 
cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques, in which 
the name of God is so often extolled, would have been 
destroyed.*

It is to be borne in mind that this is the earliest reference in the 
Qur’an to the problem of jihad: on this point there is complete 
agreement in all available Traditions.’ In the above two verses 
the Qur’an lays down the fundamental principle of self-defense 
against aggression which alone can make a war morally justifiable ; 
and the reference to "cloisters and churches and synagogues and 
mosques" makes it amply clear that this defense of political and 
spiritual freedom must be accorded by the Muslims not only to 
their own community but also to all the non-Muslims living in 
their midst.

On no account does Islam permit its followers to wage a war of 
aggression:
. j-wd' —* al !>Cu 'ij —SLyi'-i jUI al J—- j
. jdUJI S'I jljM Si 1^1 uli ‘ in jJI O&J id J-

o' fA*  j- fsrZ I if “l
. 4*1  uj * p^JI A—

■ Sec At- Bayhaqi. As-Sunan ai-kuhra.on the authority of Jabir ibn'Abd Allah'
■ Qur’an 22:39-40.
’ See Ibn Kathir, Tafsir (Cairo; 1343 A.H.), Vol. V, pp. 592 IT. 
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Fight in the way of God against those who fight against you, 
but do not yourselves commit aggression: for, behold, God 
docs not love aggressors.8 And fight against them until there 
is no more persecution and men arc free to worship God 
(literally, "and all religion belongs to God"]. But if they 
desist, then all hostility shall cease, except against the op
pressors.’ With regard to those (of the unbelievers] who have 
not made war against you on account of [your] religion and 
have not driven you out of your homes, God docs not forbid 
you to show kindness to them and to deal with them justly: 
behold, God loves the doers of justice.10

It is in the light of these decisive, self-explanatory ordinances of 
the Qur'an that all Traditions enjoining jihad upon the Muslims 
must be read. Whenever the Prophet extolled the merits of jihad, 
he referred cither to wars that were taking place at the time or to 
future wars that might fulfill, as his did. the conditions of war laid 
down in the Qur’an. Only such wars can be regarded as waged 
“in the way of God" (a term that is almost invariably found in all 
Traditions relating to jihad), and therefore as justifiable and 
meritorious from the viewpoint of the shari'ah.

The concept of an Islamic state, based as it is on the teachings 
of Qur’an and Sunnah, would automatically preclude the govern
ment of such a state from contemplating wars of aggression. 
Indeed, the government could not legally count on the obedience 
of its citizens in such instances: for, acting on the principle that if 
a Muslim "is ordered to commit a sin. there is no hearing and no 
obeying”,11 the citizens would be perfectly justified in resorting to 
what is now termed "conscientious objection”—that is, a refusal 
to bear arms in a morally reprehensible cause. On the other hand, 
no such objection can ever be valid for a Muslim if he is called 
upon to defend his country against attack from without or rebellion

■ Qur’an 2:190.
■ Ibid., 2:193.

Ibid., 60:8.
11 AI-BukhSrl and Muslim, on the authority of’Abd Allah ibn 'Umar. 
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from within: for this is truly a fight “in the way of God,” and to 
die in such a fight means to achieve supreme martyrdom.

In accordance with the teachings of Islam, every able-bodied 
Muslim is bound to take up arms in jihad whenever the freedom of 
his faith or the political safety of his community is at stake. Those 
of the Muslims who arc physically unable to serve as soldiers must 
play their part by means of civic efforts and, so far as they are in 
a position to do so, through financial contributions. In the words 
of the Prophet,

. Iji Jii «!»' j t jli -ili J.) i Xm dl j Cjli

"He who equips a fighter in the way of God with arms is indeed 
taking part in the fight; and he who takes care of the family which 
a fighter has left behind is indeed taking part in the fight."12 On 
the other hand,

*•1,111 fji J ell*  t jU (I y-

“He who docs not fight [himself], nor equips a fighter with arms, 
nor takes care of the family a fighter has left behind, will be 
afflicted by God with distress even before the Day of Resurrection 
[i.e., during his lifetime].”13 Thus, all adult members of the com
munity are expected to participate in the effort of repelling the 
enemy; and it is for the agencies of the state to coordinate all the 
individual endeavors and to weld them into a general system of 
defense in accordance with the needs of the time.

But what about the non-Muslim citizens?—for, obviously, in the 
light of the Qur’anic principle,

j J/l *

“There shall be no compulsion in religion,”11 the religious com
mandments of Islam cannot be binding upon non-Muslims.

The answer is self-evident. If the authorities in an Islamic state

Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Zayd ibn Khalid.
11 Abu DJ’Od. on the authority of Aba Umamah.
11 Qurian 2:256. 
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keep strictly to the Qur’anic concept of jihad, which makes war 
permissible only in self-defense, the duty of defending the state which 
affords them protection is obviously a duty for the non-Muslim 
citizens as well: and the more so in view of the fact that Islam 
extends this protection not merely to their material concerns but 
also to their spiritual freedom.1’ It is true that the Prophet never 
insisted that the non-Muslims living under Muslim protection [alii 
adh-dhimmah) should actively participate in the campaigns which 
he waged in the defense of Islam; but neither did he forbid non
Muslims to take part in war side by side with the Muslims, if they 
so desired. The difference between Muslim and non-Muslim in 
this respect is that the former is bound by the commandments of 
his religion to sacrifice his life, if necessary, in a just war (and only 
a just war can be called jihad), whereas the non-Muslim citizen 
cannot under all circumstances be called upon to do the same. It 
may be presumed that the great majority of non-Muslim citizens 
would be willing, and even eager, to play their part in the defense 
of a state that offers them full protection and guarantees all their 
civic rights: still, it is conceivable that some of these non-Muslims 
—especially Christians—might regard the bearing of arms as in
compatible with their religious beliefs and, consequently, object 
to being drafted for military service; and to such "conscientious 
objectors" would naturally apply the ordinance, "There shall be 
no compulsion in religion," They arc entitled to exemption from 
military service on the payment of a special tax, called jizyah 
(which, as its very name denotes, is a “compensation tax," namely, 
in lieu of military service). No fixed rate has been set by the 
Prophet for this tax. but from all available Traditions it is evident 
that it is to be lower than the zakat-tax to which the Muslims are 
liable and which—because it is a specifically Islamic religious duty 
—is naturally not levied on non-Muslims. Only those of the non
Muslims who, if they were Muslims, would be expected to serve 
in the armed forces of the state (and from among them only those 
who are financially capable) arc liable to the payment of jizyah. 
’* See the Qur’anic verse 22:40. quoted previously (p. 71).
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Thus, the following arc statutorily exempted from it: (a) women, 
(6) men who have not yet reached full maturity, (c) old men, 
(d) the sick and the crippled, (e) the destitute. (/) priests and mon ks. 
and (g) all men who choose to render military service.

Limits of Obedience

After this digression into the problems of jihad and military 
service, let us return to our consideration of the duties incumbent 
upon the citizens of an Islamic state, and especially to the question 
of allegiance. '

So long as the state conforms in its principles and methods to 
the demands of the shari'ah. a Muslim citizen’s duty of obedience 
to the government is a religious obligation. In the words of the 
Prophet.

Ci-j 1 *-l Vj •*l sal| fjj «•*  j"
. •dsl*  e-. C.L. «*.,  J

He who withdraws his hand from obedience [to the amir] will 
have nothing in his favor when he meets God on the Day of 
Resurrection; and he who dies without having considered 
himself bound by a pledge of allegiance [literally, “while there 
is no pledge of allegiance on his neck"] has died the death of 
the Time of Ignorance [i.e., as an unbeliever].1’

In accordance with the principle of Muslim unity so strongly 
emphasized in Qur’an and Sunnah, any attempt to disrupt that 
unity must be regarded as a crime of the highest order—in fact, 
as high treason—and must be punished severely. Consequently, 
the Prophet commanded:

> fz-b !riz-’u J*'  zt •’.A Jw IrJ
. yhili J/h ■>' f1-" di S-.j -ta-b

“Whoever it be that goes forth to divide my community, smile his 
neck,"1’ “If, while you are united under one man’s leadership,

“ Muslim, on the authority of tbn 'Umar.
” An-Nasil. on the authority of Ustaiah ibn Sharik. 
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anyone tries to break your strength or to disrupt your unity, kill

However, a Muslim’s duty of allegiance to the government, 
represented by the person of the amir, is not unconditional. As 
has been laid down by the highest authority—the Prophet himself— 
the first condition of allegiance is a person’s individual ability to 
fulfill the duties arising therefrom. Thus. ‘Abd AUJh ibn ‘Umar 
reports:
“.LU-I Ui” : UJ JA —IM., £-11 J. ((-L-) -1 Jj-j L-.1 IS) US' 

’’Whenever we gave our pledge to the Apostle of God to hear and 
to obey, he used to say to us, ’Insofar as you are able to do so.’”1’ 
We may safely presume that the Prophet never imposed on his 
followers any duty that went beyond their capabilities; but. as the 
Law-Giver of his community, he undoubtedly wanted to make it 
known that the duty of “hearing and obeying" any earthly authority 
whatever is subject to certain limitations. Physical inability due to 
circumstances beyond a citizen's control could be one of them; 
moral inability, another. It was to the latter limitation that the 
Prophet referred when he said:

j —IM U’j t L— j -Ik

“No obedience is due in sinful matters: behold, obedience is due 
only in the way of righteousness [fi 'l-ma'ruf]."™ In other versions 
of this Tradition, the Prophet is reported to have used the ex
pressions,

-I I -Ik y

"No obedience is due to him who does not obey God,"!1 and
JW —i ji —u» y

“No obedience is due to him who rebels against God.""

*• Muslim, on the authority of 'Arfajah.
" Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Ibn ‘Umar.

ibid., on the authority of ‘AH.
" Ahmad ibn Hanbal, on the authority of Mu’adh ibn Jabal.
" ibid., on the authority of ‘UbJdah ibn a$-$Smit.
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All this naturally presupposes the citizens' right and duty to 
watch over the activities of the government and to criticize its 
administrative and legislative policy whenever there is reason to 
suppose that matters arc wrongly handled. There are many verses 
in the Qur’an and many sayings of the Prophet to the effect that 
to raise one's voice against manifest wrong is one of the foremost 
duties of a Muslim, and particularly so when the wrongdoer is the 
established authority. Thus, the Apostle of God said:

;l- otu. x*  >i ur ji» st^Li j-iii

“The highest kind of jihad is to speak up for truth in the face of a 
government that deviates from the right path."23 And:

Lt-> (I uU * *_jl —JLi J (I Oli < -a__, #j«Ji

"If any of you sees something evil, he should set it right by his 
hand; if he is unable to do so, then by his tongue; and if he is 
unable to do even that, then within his heart—but this is the 
weakest form of faith."2* In other words, the Prophet considered 
the removal of wrong by action as the highest form of faith; and 
this principle ought to apply to the citizens' attitude towards an 
unjust government.

But do the words of the Prophet imply the citizens' right to rise 
in rebellion against the government whenever it contravenes any 
of the shar'l laws? Obviously not; for the Prophet has ordained 
that

uj <-Vlj -yO -X LLXrf Lt-|

"He who has pledged allegiance to a leader [/mam], giving him 
his hand and the fruit of his heart, shall obey him if [or: “as long

“ AbO DJ'Od. At-Tirmidhl, and Ibn Majah. on the authority of Abo Said 
al-Khudrt.
M Muslim, on the authority of AbO Said al-Khudri. 
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as"] he can"18—that is to say, so long as the imOrn upholds the 
values of Islam in general and docs not deliberately forsake its 
aims. An occasional lapse on his part does not entitle the citizens 

-at least so long as the majority of the community has not 
pronounced itself against him—to revolt against his government. 
Thus, the Prophet said:

4_»ULI JjLL x-l j-J «Jli u*
. IJaU- X— OU MJ

If anyone secs in his amir something that displeases him. let 
him [nevertheless] remain patient; for, behold, lie who separates 
himself from the united community by even so much as a 
handspan and dies thereupon, has died the death of the Time 
of Ignorance.”

How long, then, and to what extent shall the citizens exercise 
patience with an unjust government? An answer to this question 
is forthcoming from several authentic Traditions and particularly 
from the following two, which must be read together:

i_4-u jjUij A*  ” : I*- 1—) «•*  -A-j Ju

“.(Xy-Lj (Xj-ii-j O’.-511 -eA-t-’
r&j I^Ul U V” : JU “fJIS aj*  (X.U sul ! al Jj-j U” : LilS 

■■! yui >ul u f . y-Ji

The Apostle of God said: "The best of your leaders arc those 
whom you love and who love you. those upon whom you 
invoke blessings and who invoke blessings upon you; the 
worst of your leaders are those whom you hate and who 
hate you, those whom you curse and who curse you.” We 
[i.c., the Companions present) asked: “O Apostle of God! 
Should we not overthrow them, if such is the case?" He 
replied: "No, so long as they uphold prayer among you; no, 
so long as they uphold prayer among you!”1’

“ Muslim, on the authority of ‘Abd AllAh ibn ‘Amr.
’• Al-Bukhiri and Muslim, on the authority of ‘Abd Allah ibn ‘Abbas.
,T Muslim, on the authority of ‘Awf ibn Malik al-Ashjal.
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It is obvious that, in this context, the “upholding of prayer" has a 
far wider meaning than the mere holding of congregational 
prayers: it denotes—as it does at the beginning of the second 
chapter of the Qur’an89—a positive upholding of the Faith.

The other Tradition, narrated by the Companion ‘Ub&dah ibn 
a?-$amil, runs as follows:

“W’j £—11 t-L J U-L ill l—i JU» 4 j~JI Ulw
ol f[” *-1*1  j_5l' JjUJ 'i ulj '—J*  lylj Mj-tj U,—*,  Lili j

“. ill*/.  *j  il ,> pi \jiS~

The Prophet called us, and we pledged our allegiance to him. 
He imposed on us the duty to hear and obey in whatever 
pleases and displeases us, in hardship as well as in ease, 
whatever our personal preference, and [impressed on us] that 
wc should not withdraw authority from those who have been 
entrusted with it, “unless you see an obvious infidelity [kufr] 
for which you have a clear proof from (the Book of] God.”” 

From the context of all the Traditions relating to this point, 
four principles arc self-evident: (1) so long as the amir represents 
the legally established government, all citizens owe him their 
allegiance, however much one or another of them may dislike his 
person and, on occasion, even his administrative acts; (2) if the 
government issues laws or regulations which involve the commission 
of a sin in the strict shar'i sense, the duty of obedience ceases to 
be operative with regard to these laws or regulations; (3) if the 
government sets itself openly and deliberately against the naff 
ordinances of the Qur’an, it may be deemed to have become guilty 
of infidelity, whereupon authority should be withdrawn from it; 
and (4) this withdrawal of authority must never be brought about 
by armed rebellion on the part of a minority within the community 
—for the Prophet has warned,

L> ,yUi y. > >
•• Qur’an 2:3.
•• Al-Bukhirl, on the authority of 'Libidah ibn as-$amit. An almost identical 
Tradition has been quoted by Muslim as well.
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“He who raises arms against us ceases to be one of us [i.e., ceases 
to belong to the Muslim community].”30 And,

U- j-4**  W*  j- j*

"He who unsheaths his sword against us ceases to be one of us."”
It is, therefore, evident that the Muslims have been authorized 

by the Prophet to disobey the orders of the government which arc 
contrary to the shari'ah, and to depose the government if its 
behavior amounts to flagrant infidelity. However, in consonance 
with the principle of communal unity insisted upon so frequently by 
Qur’an and Sunnah, it cannot possibly be left to the discretion of 
individual citizens to decide at what point obedience to the amir 
ceases to be a religious and civic duty: decisions of this kind can 
be taken only by the community as a whole or by its properly 
appointed representatives. One might suppose that the proper 
authority in such an event would be the majlis ash-shilra; but 
against this stands our finding that conflicts of opinion between 
the majlis and the amir might lead to insoluble deadlocks unless 
recourse is taken Io impartial arbitration, that is, to a supreme 
tribunal. In the preceding chapter I have mentioned that it would 
be the duty of this tribunal to invalidate any law or administrative 
regulation which contravenes the shari'ah; similarly, it would fall 
within the purview of the tribunal to order the holding of a popular 
referendum on the question of the amir’s deposition from office if 
an impeachment is preferred against him to the effect that he 
governs in deliberate opposition to Islamic Law. If, by means of 
such a referendum, the majority of the community pronounce 
themselves against the amir, he must be regarded as having been 
legally deposed, whereupon the people’s pledge of allegiance to 
him ceases to be effective.

Thus, the citizens' duty to watch over the activities of the 
government, and their right to criticize it and, in the last resort, 

'• Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar and 
Abu Hurayrah.
“ Muslim, on the authority of Salamah ibn al-Akwa'. 
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to depose it, should on no account be confused with a (non
existent) right to rebellion by an individual or a group of individuals. 
It is only by an open verdict of the majority within the community 
that an established Muslim government may be removed from 
power—by peaceful means if possible, and by force if necessary.

Freedom of Opinion

However, it is not only on the question of whether a government 
is to be deposed (a question which probably would arise only on 
rare occasions) that a Muslim citizen is obliged to exert his critical 
faculties and to summon,his moral courage to stand up for right 
and justice: for, according to the Qur’tin, he is duty-bound to 
combat evil wherever he encounters it, and to strive for justice 
whenever people disregard it. The Prophet said:

. ^£1 —'Sj eaxl f c Ll-ia

"By Him in Whose hand 1 repose! You must enjoin rightand forbid 
wrong, or else God will certainly send down chastisement upon 
you; then you will call to Him, but He will not respond to you.”’’ 

God’s punishment may not always be limited to the individuals 
who are remiss in this respect: it may well, as the Prophet has 
pointed out, afTect the destinies of the entire community:

J*  J4 jiAL'j ^£11 '-jjjolb ! dlj
. wyU dl J t-d jj.1 Je jM

"Nay, by God. you must enjoin right and forbid wrong, and you 
must stay the hand of the wrongdoer, bend him to conformity 
with justice [al-haqq] and force him to do justice—or else God 
will set the hearts of you all against one another.”” And:

qlad dl f+-*i  ul >1D,1 dd J*  fl* bV '*!

"If people see a wrongdoer but do not stay his hand, it is most

" At-Tirmidhi, on the authority of Hudhayfah.
” AbQ DS’Od, on the authority of ‘Abd Allah ibn Mas‘0d. 
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likely that God will encompass them all with His punishment,”** 
In another version of the same Tradition, the Prophet is reported 
to have said:

Y| V f 'jjy. j' J*  QlHA f (H? J-~. fj*  C- U

“A community in the midst of which sins arc being committed 
which could be. but arc not, corrected by it is most likely to be 
encompassed in its entirety by God's punishment.”** Thus, it is 
in the interests of the whole community that its members strive for 
an improvement of moral and social conditions wherever and 
whenever possible: for.

“Behold, God docs not change a people's circumstances unless 
they bring about a change in their inner selves.”” It is to be borne 
in mind that this law of interdependence between a people's moral 
attitude and its outward circumstances acts both ways: while an 
improvement in a nation’s moral structure is bound, in the long 
run, to lead to greater material well-being and political power, 
moral decay must as unavoidably result in social, economic, and 
political decay.

Any positive change—that is, a change in the direction of moral 
and social improvement—can come about only if the community 
becomes aware of its necessity, consequently, it is the duty of every 
thinking Muslim to subject his social environment to continuous, 
searching criticism, and to give voice to this criticism for the 
common good. The Apostle of God said:
dT Jw ‘ j > «lJ-i YU -I JT j Y1 a— Y

Only two [kinds of men] may rightly be envied: a man whom 

“ AbO DJ’Od, on the authority of Abu Bakr.
“ Ibid., on the authority of Abu Bakr.
•• Qur’an 13:11.
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God has given wealth and thereupon endowed him with the 
strength to give it away in the cause of justice; and a man 
whom God has given wisdom and who acts in its spirit and 
imparts it [to others].”

Thus, the duty of criticism and advice—so necessary for a healthy 
growth of civic consciousness in the Islamic sense—does not 
exhaust all the ideological obligations of the individual citizen 
toward the community. Wc have seen that a truly Islamic life 
presupposes and demands unceasing ytihad in all matters not laid 
down in terms of law in the incontrovertible, self-evident na» 
ordinances of Qur’an and Sunnah; and this liberty of ijtih&d 
becomes a moral and social duty whenever matters of communal 
concern are under discussion. In other words, the intellectual 
leaders of the community arc morally bound to bring forward 
whatever new ideas they may have relating to communal progress, 
and to advocate such ideas in public; and for this reason the right 
to a free expression of one's opinions in speech and in writing is 
one of the fundamental rights of the citizen of an Islamic state. It 
must, of course, be understood that such freedom of opinion and 
of its expression (which naturally includes the freedom of the press) 
must not be used for incitement against the Law of Islam or 
sedition against the established government, and must not be 
allowed to offend against common decency.

The Protection of Citizens

We have seen that the Muslim is not only legally but also morally 
bound always to subordinate his personal interests to the interests 
of the Islamic state as a whole, and this in pursuance of the 
principle that such a state is “God's vicc-gcrcnt on earth.” It is 
obvious, however, that the state’s religious claim to the citizen’s 
allegiance must not be one-sided: that is to say, the relationship 
between state and citizen cannot be restricted to obligations im
posed on the citizen, or even to certain freedoms accorded to him 
by the state—as, for instance, the freedom of opinion and of its 
” Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Ibn Mas'Od. 
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expression, the right of voting a government into office and of 
removing it from office—but must also be reflected in certain 
well-defined, positive obligations of the state with regard to its 
citizens.

A counterpart of the Muslim citizens’ duty to render military 
service is the slate’s duty to afford them protection against external 
and internal enemies. Similarly, the individual citizen’s obligation 
to respect and honor the legally established government must find 
its counterpart in the government’s duty to extend its protection 
to the private lives of the citizens. In accordance with the general 
tenets of Islam, the Prophet declared in his famous sermon at 
‘Arafat, on the occasion of his Farewell Pilgrimage:

Lu jX*  J'.lu uj

“Behold, your lives and your possessions shall be as inviolable 
among you as the sacred inviolability of this very day [of Pil
grimage].”38 And on another occasion he said:

»>Lj us pl-LI jU—1*  JT

"The blood, property and honour of a Muslim must be sacred 
[/tardm] to every [other] Muslim."3" This, taken together with many 
other similar injunctions in Qur’an and Sunnah, calls for an in
corporation in the constitution of an Islamic state of a clause to 
the effect that the lives, persons, and possessions of the citizens 
are inviolable, and that none shall be deprived of his life, freedom, 
or property, except by due process of law.

The protection which the state must grant to the citizens is not 
limited to the tangible factors of their existence, such as their 
persons and possessions, but must extend to their dignity and 
honor and the privacy of their homes as well. The Qur’an says: 

> -I l^l J^-T J.JJI b i s> JS3 Ji,
. Lu fLu Xj * Xj 4 f[

Muslim, on the authority of Jabir ibn ‘Abd Allah.
•• Ibid., on the authority of Abu Hurayrah.
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“Woe to every slandering dcfamer!”" "O you who believe! Avoid 
suspicion as much as you can, for, behold, suspicion is sometimes a 
sin; and do not spy upon one another, and do not defame one 
another behind your backs.”11 It was in this spirit that the Prophet 
admonished his followers:

i# v -S—* -iri jiii aji i ry
. ^uii oi! tjj*  i^--; y, ijjw y, ju_ii

Beware of suspicion, for suspicion [may be based on] a most 
untrue information; and do not spy upon one another, and 
do not try to bare each other's hidden failings.12 Do not harm 
other Muslims, do not impute evil to them, and do not try 
to uncover their nakedness: for, behold, if anyone tries to 
uncover the nakedness of his brother Muslim, God will un
cover his own nakedness.12

And, finally,

pM-it j-Ul j Jjt/ ^1 lj| jjZlI u]

“If the amir falls into suspecting the people, he causes them to 
become dishonest.”11

All these Traditions, read in conjunction with the Qur’an verse,

J. b-L-j, ij-iL-i pSift, jji t,., y i^J ^aii t^f 14 

“O you who believe! Do not enter houses other than your own 
unless you have obtained permission and saluted their inmates,"11 
call for a constitutional enactment which would guarantee the 
inviolability of a citizen's home, private life, and honor, and would 
prohibit the government from indulging in activities that might

“ Qur'ln 104:1.
“ Ibid.. 49:12.
“ Malik ibn Anas, on the authority of Abu Hurayrah. Almost identical 
versions of this Tradition have also been quoted by Al-Bukhari, Muslim, and 
Aba Da-ad.
“ At-Tirmidhi, on the authority of ‘Abd Allah ibn 'Umar.
“ Abu Da’ud. on the authority of Abu Umamah.
“ Qur'an 24:27. 
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run counter to this fundamental guarantee. Thus, subjection of 
citizens, other than those previously convicted of felony, to secret 
police supervision would be entirely out of bounds in a truly 
Islamic state; arrest on mere suspicion would be a breach of 
constitutional law; and imprisonment or internment without 
previous trial and conviction by a duly established court of law 
would clearly contravene the principle of the inviolability of the 
human person laid down so unequivocally in Qur’an and Sunnah.

Free and Compulsory Education

A logical corollary of the citizen’s duty to watch scrupulously over 
the activities of the government is, as already mentioned, the 
freedom of opinion and of its expression guaranteed by Islam to 
all mature members of the community. But the duty and the right 
to express one's opinion freely may be meaningless—and on occasion 
even injurious to the best interests of the society—if those opinions 
arc not based on sound thought, which, in its turn, presupposes the 
possession of sound knowledge., Consequently, it is the citizens' 
right and the government’s duty to have a system of education 
which would make knowledge freely accessible to every man and 
woman in the state. Both Qur’an and Sunnah are full of injunctions 
relating to the acquisition of knowledge, and the Prophet stressed 
its supreme value on innumerable occasions, as, for instance:

61 . kjkl JI 4-1 *J  all Id*  <d du dJL- J*
. A. > jxii UJ j-itT xun j*  (lui j-d 

"If anybody goes on his way in search of knowledge, God will 
thereby make easy for him the way to Paradise.”" “The superiority 
of the learned man over a [mere] worshipper is like the superiority 
of the moon when it is full over all the stars.”*’ And he went even 
further than that:

pls’ -vldl J*  (IGJI J-ii

•• Muslim, on the authority of AbO Hurayrah.
•’ At-Tirmidhi, Abu Dfi’ud, and Aljmad ibn Hanbal, on the authority of 
Abu ’d-Dardi’.
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“The superiority of the learned man over a [mere] worshipper is 
like my superiority over the least of you."“ And, finally:

J |J— 3s" J*  •-"> t-11”

“Search for knowledge is a sacred duty [faritfah] imposed on every 
Muslim man and woman.”*’

It follows, therefore, that a stale which owes its justification to 
the call of Islam and aims at establishing the Law of Islam as the 
law of the land must make education not only accessible but also 
compulsory for every Muslim man and woman; and because it is 
one of the basic tenets of such a state to make all the facilities of 
life available to its non-Muslim citizens as well, education must be 
free and compulsory for all citizens, regardless of religion.

Economic Security

Finally, in order to justify in the fullest measure its claim to the 
citizens’ allegiance, the state must assume active responsibility for 
their material welfare: in other words, it falls within the responsi
bility of the state to provide its citizens with such economic facilities 
as are necessary for the maintenance of human happiness and 
dignity. Nothing could illustrate this principle better than the 
following saying of the Apostle of God:

yu J* ruyu t & Jji- tb (33T 111
*=»!> :Ia'j 1 Jy— j*,  J*'  ‘ *vj Jy—

JU > & JrJI le-jj c-< 3*'  >
.«-»_> Jy— £_l> 'i' t Jy—yu

Behold, every one of you is a shepherd; and every one is 
responsible for his flock. Thus, the imam [i.c., the government] 
that has been placed over the people is a shepherd, and is 
responsible for his flock; and every man is a shepherd over his 
family, and is responsible for his flock; and the woman is a 
shepherdess over her husband's household and his children,

•• At-Tirmidhi, on the authority of Abu Umamah al-Bahili.
•• Ibn MSjalt. on the authority of Anas. 
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and is responsible for them; and the servant is a shepherd over 
his master’s property, and is responsible for it. Behold, every 
one of you is a shepherd, and every one is responsible for his 
flock."

The reader will not have failed to observe that in this Tradition 
the government's responsibility toward the citizens has been put 
on a par with a father’s or a mother’s responsibility toward their 
children. Just as the father is a "shepherd"—that is, a guardian- - 
morally and legally bound to ensure the maintenance and well-being 
of his family, the government is morally and legally bound to 
ensure the economic well-being of the citizens whose affairs it 
administers, and to see to it that no person's standard of living 
falls below an equitable level. For, although Islam has made it 
clear that human life cannot be expressed in terms of physical 
existence alone—the ultimate values of life being spiritual in 
nature—the Muslims arc not entitled to look upon spiritual truths 
and values as something that could be divorced from the physical 
factors of human existence. In short. Islam demands a society 
that is righteous not only in its moral outlook, but in its deeds as 
well; a society that provides not only for the spiritual needs of its 
members, but for their bodily needs as well. It follows, therefore, 
that a state, in order to be truly Islamic, must arrange the affairs 
of the community in such a way that every individual, man and 
woman, shall enjoy that minimum of material well-being without 
which there can be no human dignity, no real freedom and, in the 
last resort, no spiritual progress. This, of course, docs not mean 
that the state should, or ever could, ensure easy and carefree living 
to its citizens: it only means that in an Islamic state there shall be 
no soul-grinding poverty side by side with affluence; secondly, that 
all the resources of the state must be harnessed to the task of 
providing adequate means of livelihood for all its citizens; and, 
thirdly, that all the opportunities in this respect should be open to 
all citizens equally, and that no person should enjoy a high standard 
of living at the expense of others.
•• Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar.
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The Prophet said:

LUu Uj Uj jUJlf

"The Faithful are to one another like [parts of] a building—each 
part strengthening the others."* 1 Thus, mutual cooperation in all 
phases of life is a fundamental requirement of Islam; and no state 
can be called Islamic unless it guides that cooperation by legislative 
means, and thereby enables its citizens to live up to the demands 
of Islam as enunciated by the Apostle of God:

j o* • W*  IreP ">b 1 If-F j*-  •4-' V 
• u-WI M J. *1 U ,XJ j j.

You shall not enter Paradise until you have faith; and you 
cannot attain to faith until you love one another.* 2 Have 
compassion on those who are on earth, and He Who is in 
heaven will have compassion on you.53 God will show no 
compassion to him who has no compassion toward all 
human beings.**

And, more specifically:

u— ulj r gxi «bi •uf*  j*  Ly Lu. us' .u— uj
•uu Lu. ulj < y.i jtr j. di j» Lu. fit

. & ««l •!**

If a Muslim clothes another Muslim in his nudity, God will 
clothe him with the green freshness of Paradise; and if a 
Muslim feeds a Muslim who is hungry, God will give him to 
cat of the fruits of Paradise; and if a Muslim gives a drink 
to a thirsty Muslim, God will let him drink from the fountain 
of Paradise.5*

And, finally:

Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Abu Musa.
“• Muslim, on the authority of AbO Hurayrah.
“ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Da'Bd, on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr.
•*  Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Jarir ibn 'Abd Allah.
“ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Da’ud, on the authority of Abu Said.
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J' cv «Aj cA urt1

“He is not a Faithful who eats his fill while his neighbor remains 
hungry by his side.""

Lest his followers think that he merely admonished them to 
practice charity in their individual capacities, the Prophet often 
stressed the social aspect of mutual help and cooperation:

. .H-Jb a-a-i «i

The Faithful are like one man: if his eye suffers, his whole 
body suffers; and if his head suffers, his whole body suffers?’ 
You will recognize the Faithful by their mutual compassion, 
love and sympathy. They are like one body: if one of its parts 
is ill, the whole body suffers from sleeplessness and fever.” 

This, then, is the deepest sociological lesson of Islam: there can 
be no happiness and strength in a society that permits some of its 
members to suffer undeserved want while others have more than 
they need. If the whole society suffers privations owing to extra
ordinary circumstances (as, for instance, happened to the Muslim 
community in the early days of Islam), such privations may become 
the source of spiritual strength and. through it, of future greatness. 
But if the available resources of a community arc so unevenly 
distributed that certain groups within it live in affluence while the 
majority of the people arc forced to use up all their energies in 
search of their daily bread, poverty becomes the most dangerous 
enemy of spiritual progress, and occasionally drives whole com
munities away from God-consciousness and into the arms of soul
destroying materialism. Il is undoubtedly this that the Prophet 
had in mind when he uttered the warning words:

jl jiill iff"

•• Al-Bayhaqi. on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas. 
*’ Muslim, on the authority of Nu'mUn ibn Bashir. 
*• Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Nu'mSn ibn Bashir.
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“Poverty may sometimes turn into unbelief [ku/r].”“
Poverty in the midst of plenty is a negation of the very principle 

of brotherhood by which Islam stands and falls. The Prophet said:

. «_t! —X L Xe V ! <-u isilj 

"By Him in Whose hand I repose! No one has real faith unless he 
desires for his brother that which he desires for himself."* 0 Con
sequently, the Islamic state must see to it that equity prevails 
within the community, and that every citizen—man, woman and 
child—shall have enough .to cat and to wear, shall be succored in 
case of illness, and have a decent home in which to live. In pur
suance of this aim, the constitution of the country must contain a 
provision to the effect that every citizen has a right to (a) productive 
and remunerative work while of working age and in good health, 
(Z>) training—at the expense of the state, if necessary—for such 
productive work, (c) free and efficient health services in case of 
illness, and (<Z) a provision by the state of adequate nourishment, 
clothing and shelter in cases of disability resulting from illness, 
widowhood, unemployment due to circumstances beyond indi
vidual control, old age, or under-age.

Such a constitutional enactment would presuppose the creation 
of a nationwide social insurance scheme, to be financed by means 
of a comprehensive taxation of wealth in accordance with the 
Prophet's injunction that

J*  m* ftM j*  •**<?

“it shall be taken from the rich among them and turned over to the 
poor among them”’1—both through zakdi and through additional 
taxes on property and revenue; for, in the words of the Prophet,

■!>• > j <>1

"There is indeed a duty [haqq] on property apart from zakat.""1 
As-SuyOU, Al-Jimi' ui-raghlr.

•• Al-Bukhari and Muslim, on the authority of Anas.
“ Ibid., on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas.

At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah, on the authority of Fijimah bint Qays.
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If some readers suppose that the idea of such a social insurance 
scheme is an invention of the twentieth century. I would remind 
them of the fact that it was in full swing many centuries before its 
present name was coined, and even before the need for it became 
apparent under the impact of modem industrial civilization: 
namely, in the Islamic Commonwealth at the time of the Right- 
Guided Caliphs. It was 'Umar the Great who. in the year 20 A.H., 
inaugurated a special government department, called diwan, for 
the purpose of holding a census of the population at regular 
intervals. On the basis of this census, annual state pensions were 
fixed for (a) widows and orphans. (Z>) all persons who had been in 
the forefront of the struggle for Islam during the lifetime of the 
Prophet, beginning with his widows, the survivors of the Battle of 
Badr, the early muhajirs, and so forth, and (c) all disabled, sick, and 
old persons. The minimum pension payable under this scheme 
amounted to two hundred and fifty dirhams annually. In time, a 
regular allowance, payable to their parents or guardians, was 
settled even on children (on the principle that they were unable to 
fend for themselves) from the moment of their birth to the time 
when they would reach maturity; and during the last year of his 
life, 'Umar said more than once: "If God grants me life, I shall see 
to it that even the lonely shepherd in the mountains of §an'a’ shall 
have his share in the wealth of the community.””3 With his charac
teristic grasp of practical issues. ‘Umar even went so far as to make 
experiments with a group of thirty people with a view to finding 
out the minimum amount of food an average person needed to 
maintain full health and vigor; and on the conclusion of these 
experiments he ordained that every man and woman in the country 
should receive from the government storehouses (in addition to 
the monetary pension of which he or she might be a recipient) a 
monthly allowance of wheat sufficient for two square meals a day.“ 
However, before he could complete his grand scheme of social 
insurance, 'Umar fell victim to a murderer’s dagger, and his 

“ Ibn Sa'd, Vol. 1II/1, pp. 213-217.
“ Ibid., pp. 219-220. 
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successors had neither the vision nor the administrative ability to 
continue his unfinished work.

Here, as at so many other points of Islamic history, a glorious 
beginning was allowed to lapse into oblivion, to the detriment of 
Islam and of the social development of its followers. Is it not our 
duty, with thirteen centuries of historical experience at our disposal, 
to rectify that shameful negligence and to bring 'Umar's work to 
completion?

The Apostle of God said:

: Jli “. U-Uj pli C—pfjT J.I b" ; bbiJI pj J^b JbJ ul Jl 
jl J..U bl ": JU **?  jdbll —*j  Uuf*  c b"
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Behold, God will say on the Day of Resurrection: “O son of 
Adam! I was ill, and you did not succor Me.” Man will 
exclaim: “O Lord, how could 1 have succored Thee, the Lord 
of all the worlds?” And God will reply: "Did you not know 
that such and such of My servants was ill, and you did not 
succor him? Did you not know that if you had done so, you 
would indeed have found Me with him? O son of Adam! I 
asked you for food, but you did not feed Me.”—"O Lord, 
how could I have fed Thee, the Lord of all the worlds?” 
Whereupon God will say: "Did you not know that such and 
such of My servants asked you for food, and you did not feed 
him? Did you not know that if you had done so, you would 
indeed have found it [again] with Me? O son of Adam! I 
asked you for a drink, but you did not give me to drink.” 
Man will say thereupon: “How could I have given Thee, the 
Lord of all the worlds, to drink?” But God will reply: "Such 
and such of My servants asked you for a drink, but you did not 
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give it to him. Did you not know that if you had given him 
to drink, you would have found it [again] with Me?”“

Muslim, on the authority of Abu Hurayrah.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

The Obstacles in Our Way

Here ends our discussion of the fundamental shar'i principles which 
must find their expression in the constitution of a state that is to 
be Islamic not only in name but also in fact.

I have not attempted to set forth in this book anything like a 
"blueprint” for the constitution of a state. 1 have merely tried to 
bring out some of the self-evident injunctions of Islam relevant to 
the problem of state and government, to discuss the modalities of 
their application to present-day needs, and to draw attention to 
the legal provisions which must under all circumstances be included 
in a constitution that claims to be Islamic. Within the narrow 
confines of this task, I have endeavored to show that Islam offers 
us a definite, clear-cut outline of a political law of its own, leaving 
it to the ytihid of the time concerned to elaborate the details.

Needless to say, a mere discussion of the forms and procedures 
that ought to underlie the organization of an Islamic state cannot 
do full justice to the entire scheme of Islam. For Islam is much 
more than a program of political action: it is a system of beliefs 
and morals, a social doctrine, and a call to righteousness in all 
individual and communal concerns; it is a complete, self-contained 
ideology which regards all aspects of our existence—moral and 
physical, spiritual and intellectual, personal and communal—as 
parts of the indivisible whole which we call “human life." But 
precisely because the ideology of Islam is so complete and so self- 
contained, its adherents cannot live a truly Islamic life merely by 
holding Islamic beliefs. They must do far more than that. If Islam 
is not to remain an empty word, they must also coordinate their 
outward social behavior with the beliefs they profess. Such a 

195] 
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coordination of attitude and endeavor is impossible unless the 
whole community is subject to the socioeconomic laws of Islam: 
and so it is only within the framework of an independent ideological 
state built on the principles of Islam and endowed with all the 
machinery of government, legislation, and law-enforcement that 
the ideals of Islam can be brought to practical fruition.

In a world like ours, which for the most part is governed by 
concepts of nationalism along racial or, at best, along purely 
cultural lines, the concept of an Islamic state is so far removed 
from what the rest of the world regards as ‘'modem" and desirable, 
that the advocacy of a religious ideology as the basis of state
organization is bound to encounter formidable opposition. Most 
people of our time have grown accustomed to accepting racial 
affinities and historical traditions as the only legitimate premises of 
nationhood: whereas we Muslims, on the other hand, regard an 
ideological community—a community of people having a definite 
outlook on fife and a definite scale of moral values in common—as 
the highest form of nationhood to which man can aspire. We make 
this claim not only because we are convinced that our particular 
ideology, Islam, is a Law decreed by God Himself, but also because 
our reason tells us that a community based on ideas held in common 
is a far more advanced manifestation of human life than a com
munity resulting from race or language or geographical location.

We should not underestimate the difficulties that will confront 
us should we decide to give to our polity the contents and forms 
demanded by Islam. For one thing, it is no easy task to achieve a 
truly Islamic polity after the centuries of debasement and slavery 
which have sapped the strength of the Muslim community and 
undermined its social morale. During the period of their political 
decay, the Muslims have lost a good deal of their cultural self- 
confidencc as well, and many of them find it difficult today to avoid 
thinking in Western terms of "state” and “nation” and to think in 
Islamic terms instead. They blindly follow Western patterns of 
thought in the naive belief that everything which comes from the 
West must be more "up-to-date” than anything which they, the 
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Muslims, could produce out of themselves; and this conviction 
leads them to an irresponsible application of Western political 
concepts to all that happens in their own society. On the other 
hand, many conservative Muslims who, in word and deed, insist 
on the maintenance of all traditional forms and, consequently, 
oppose the Westernization of their community, base their opposition 
not so much on the real values of Islam as on the social conventions 
evolved in the centuries of our decadence. Their minds seem to 
work on the assumption that Islam and the conventions of Muslim 
society are one and the same thing (which every thinking person 
knows is an utterly false assumption) and that, therefore, every
thing that implies a departure from the conventions evolved in the 
course of our history—both with regard to our social habits and 
our approach to the problem of state and government—goes 
against Islam; and that, therefore, it would be the duty of an 
Islamic state to give permanence and legal sanction to all the social 
forms in which we have hitherto been living. In other words, these 
conservative elements within our society seem to take it for granted 
that the survival of Islam depends on the maintenance of the very 
conditions which, because of their sterile rigidity, now make it 
impossible for Muslims to live in accordance with the true tenets 
of Islam. This, the reader will admit, is very poor logic; but how
ever absurd these assumptions may be, they nevertheless provide 
the basis on which the minds of our conservative critics operate. 
Their unwillingness to concede the necessity of any change in our 
social concepts and habits drives countless Muslim men and women 
to a helpless imitation of the West; and their insistence that a 
modem Islamic state would have to be an exact replica of the 
"historic precedents" of our past is apt to bring the very idea of the 
Islamic state into discredit and ridicule.

Apart from the difficulties arising from our own cultural deca
dence and the ccnturics-old stagnation of Muslim thought, any 
attempt to reorganize our countries on truly Islamic lines invariably 
arouses apprehensions in the non-Muslim world and causes it to 
place all manner of obstructions, direct and indirect, in our way 
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toward this ideal. Ever since the Crusades, Islam has been mis
represented in the West, and a deep distrust—almost hatred—of 
all Islamic propositions has become part and parcel of the Western 
cultural heritage. The Westerners see in the tenets of Islam not 
only a denial of many of the fundamental beliefs of their own 
religion but also a political threat. Under the influence of their 
historical memories, of the centuries of passionate warfare between 
the Muslim world and Europe, they attribute to Islam—quite 
unjustifiably—an inherent hostility toward all non-Muslims; and 
so they fear that a revival of the Islamic spirit, as manifested in the 
idea of the Islamic state, might revive the slumbering strength of 
the Muslims and drive them to new aggressive adventures in the 
direction of the West. To counteract such a possible tendency, the 
Westerners are doing their utmost to prevent a resurgence of 
political power in Muslim countries and a restoration of Islam to 
its erstwhile dominant position in Muslim social and intellectual 
life. Their means of combat arc not merely political; they are 
cultural as well. Through the instrumentality of Western schools and 
of Western-orientated methods of education in the Muslim world, 
the distrust of Islam as a social doctrine is being systematically 
planted in the minds of the younger generation of Muslim men and 
women; and the principal weapon in this campaign to discredit 
Islam is being supplied, unconsciously, by the reactionary elements 
within our own society. By insisting that the political forms and 
procedures of a contemporary Islamic state must strictly follow 
the pattern evolved in the early period of Islam (an insistence for 
which there is not the slightest warrant in Qur'an or Sunnah), 
these self-appointed "guardians" of Muhammad's Message make 
it impossible for many educated Muslims to accept the shari'ah as 
a practical proposition for the political exigencies of our time. By 
representing the idea of jihad, in clear contradiction to all Qur’anic 
injunctions, as an instrument of aggressive expansion of Muslim 
rule over non-Muslim territories, they sow fear in the hearts of 
non-Muslims and fill many righteous Muslims with disgust at the 
thought of the injustice which such a tendency so obviously 
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implies. And, finally, by claiming (again, without any warrant in 
Qur’an or Sunnah) that the shari'ah imposes on us the duty to 
discriminate, in all social aspects of life, between the Muslim and 
non-Muslim citizens of an Islamic state to the detriment of the 
non-Muslim minorities, they make it impossible for the minorities 
to bear with equanimity the thought that the country in which they 
live might become an Islamic state.

In order to overcome the apprehensions of the non-Muslim 
world in general and of our non-Muslim citizens in particular, we 
must be able to show that the sociopolitical scheme of Islam aims 
at justice for Muslim and non-Muslim alike, and that in our 
endeavor to set up a truly Islamic state we Muslims are moved by 
moral considerations alone. It is, in short, our duty to prove to 
the whole world that we really intend to live up to these words of 
the Qur’an:

“You arc the best community that has been sent forth to mankind 
[in that] you enjoin right and forbid wrong and have faith in God."1 
Our being a righteous community depends, therefore, on our being 
prepared to struggle, always and under all circumstances, for the 
upholding of justice and for the abolition of injustice for all people: 
and this should preclude the possibility of a truly Islamic com
munity ever being unjust to the non-Muslims living in its midst.

The other difficulty before us—the one brought about by the 
sterile, formalistic views of the “conservative" Muslims regarding 
the nature and the methods of an Islamic state—can be surmounted 
only if we approach the problem of the political law laid down in 
Qur’an and Sunnah in a creative spirit, independently of all 
"historical precedents" and all time-bound interpretations handed 
down from previous generations. In other words, we must be able 
to demonstrate, over the objections of our “conservatives," that the 
Law of Islam is not merely a subject for hair-splitting books of 
fiqh and wordy Friday sermons, but is a living, dynamic program 

■ Qur’an 3:110. 
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of human life: a program sovereign in itself, entirely independent 
of any particular environment, and therefore practicable al all 
times and under all conditions: a program, in brief, that would 
not only not hamper our society’s development but would, on the 
contrary, make it the most progressive, the most self-reliant, and 
the most vigorous of all existing societies.

The Need for a Code of Laws

I cannot conclude this discussion of the principles of the Islamic 
state without saying a few words about the need for a codification 
of Islamic Law.

We have seen that the foremost duly of an Islamic state consists 
in enforcing the ordinances of the shari'ah in the territories under 
its jurisdiction’; and to this end we need a concise, clearly com
prehensible code of shar'i laws. But where is such a code to be 
found? The obvious answer is: In the naff ordinances of Qur'an 
and Sunnah. But have these na/f ordinances ever been brought 
out in their entirety and presented to the Muslim community 
without the deductive additions elaborated by conventional fiqh? 
The answer is, unfortunately, never. Instead of being given a true, 
simple—and therefore easily understandable—picture of Islamic 
Law, the Muslims arc presented with a gigantic, many-sided edifice 
of fiqlu deductions and interpretations (a secondhand Islam, as it 
were) arrived at by individual scholars and schools of thought a 
thousand years ago. But these deductions and interpretations arc 
not only many in number and most complicated: they frequently 
contradict one another in the most essential points of law. The 
views as to what Islam aims at and how a Muslim should behave 
in social and political matters arc certainly not the same with, say, 
a Sunni faqih of the Hanafi school, a “Twelver" Shi*i,  or a §ufT 
—not to mention many lesser schools of thought. Which, then, 
of the various fiqhi systems should an Islamic state adopt as the 
basis of its code of public law?

One might, of course, argue that every Muslim country should 
* See chapter iii, section on Guiding Principles. 
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utilize for this purpose the fiqhi teachings to which the majority of 
its population adheres: thus, in a country inhabited predominantly 
by Hanafis, Hanafi fiqh should supply the basis of public law; in 
a predominantly Shi‘1 country, Ja'farl fiqh; and so forth. But there 
arc at least two weighty objections to such a procedure. On the 
one hand, none of the existing fiqhi systems truly corresponds to 
the needs of our time, being largely the outcome of deductions 
conditioned by the experiences of a time very much different from 
our own. And, on the other hand, it is inconceivable that in a state 
which claims to be Islamic, the fiqhi teachings acceptable only to 
one part of the population (even though that part be numerically 
preponderant) should be imposed on the minority within the 
community against its will, thus reducing it to the status of a 
minority in the political sense as well: for such an arbitrary 
procedure would flagrantly offend against the Qur’&nic principle 
of the brotherhood and equality of all Muslims. Consequently, an 
Islamic state must have at its disposal a code of the shari'ah which 
(a) would be generally acceptable to all its Muslim citizens without 
distinction of the fiqhi schools to which they may belong, and (Z>) 
would bring out the eternal, unchangeable quality of the Divine 
Law in such a way as to demonstrate its applicability to all times 
and all stages of man’s social and intellectual development

That this twofold necessity is keenly felt in the modern world of 
Islam is evident, among other things, in the suggestions often made 
to the effect that the teachings of the existing fiqhi schools of 
thought should be harmonized among themselves and thereupon 
“revised in the light of modem thought and of modern conditions 
of life.” It seems to me, however, that such an attempt would not 
only defeat its purpose but might even lead to most unfortunate 
developments as regards the attitude of the Muslims toward the 
problem of the shari'ah as such.

First, a "harmonization” of the various schools of Islamic 
fiqh—however desirable on the surface—cannot possibly produce 
a code that would be simple and, therefore, accessible to a non
specialized Muslim of average intelligence, for it would amount to 
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no more than an artificial coordination of the innumerable and 
highly speculative "deductions" of which the conventional fiqh (of 
all schools) is largely made up: and the result would be a still more 
complicated system of speculative fiqh.

Second, such a coordination would only perpetuate the confusion 
existing in the minds of many Muslims: a confusion between what 
has been ordained by God and His Apostle (in other words, what 
the Law-Giver has stipulated as law, in terms of law, in the nagf 
of Qur’fin and Sunnah), on the one hand, and what generations of 
Muslim scholars have thought about the Law, on the other. Thus, 
our concept of the sharTah would again be chained to the ways of 
thought prevailing at a particular period of history—that is, to 
human, time-conditioned thought.

Third, an attempt to "revise" the shari'ah in the light of modem 
conditions is bound to destroy the last vestige of permanency and 
stability which a Muslim instinctively—and correctly—associates 
with the concept of Divine Law. For if revision is necessary now. 
it will certainly again become necessary a few decades hence, when 
“modem conditions" will again have changed: and so on and on. 
until the Law of Islam will be entirely revised out of existence. If 
this were justified, what right would we have to claim that the 
Law-Giver has conceived the Law of Islam as an eternal proposition? 
Would it not, in that event, be much more appropriate to say that 
this Law, instead of creating conditions, is subservient to them—and 
that, therefore, it cannot be a Divine Law?

Our confusion cannot be resolved by such a defeatist attitude; 
it cannot and never will be resolved by our giving in on the point 
of the eternal validity and the unchangeable quality of the Divine 
Law. On the other hand, we cannot successfully maintain this 
validity and this quality unless we summon our courage to separate, 
with an utter disregard for all conventional attachments, God's 
true shari'ah from all man-made, deductive, fiqh! laws. Briefly, 
the reduction of Islamic Law to its original scope and extent—the 
plain, self-evident (rfhir), unequivocal ordinances of Qur’an and 
Sunnah—is the only way for the Muslims to regain a genuine 
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understanding of Islam's ideology, to overcome their cultural 
stagnation and decay, to shed that pernicious automatism now so 
prevalent in religious thought, and to make the shari'ah a living 
proposition for and in an Islamic state.

Method of Codification

For any Muslim community that is resolved to live according to 
the tenets of Islam and to translate its social and economic program 
into political action, the first step to be taken must be a codification 
of those nufiis of Qur’an and Sunnah which contain self-evident 
laws relating to matters of public concern. In the context of an 
Islamic state, the procedure should be, 1 believe, somewhat along 
these lines:

(1) The majlis ash-shurd shall elect a small panel of scholars 
representing the various schools offiqh, fully conversant with the 
methodology and history of the Qur’an and the science of hadith, 
and entrust them with the codification. Under their terms of 
reference, they will have to concentrate exclusively on such ordi
nances of Qur’an and Sunnah as (a) answer fully to the linguistic 
definition of naff—that is to say, injunctions and statements which 
arc self-evident (zdhir) in their wording, having a particular 
meaning which does not admit more than one interpretation; 
(Z>) are expressed in terms of command (amr) or prohibition (nahy); 
and (c) have a direct bearing on man's social behavior and action.

(2) While a selection of naj,« ordinances from the Qur’an is 
comparatively easy—because only one text is to be considered—the 
application of the above principles to ahddith will necessitate a 
thorough examination of each item against its proper historical 
background. Only Traditions which meet the highest standards of 
historical and technical criticism are to be considered, while 
Traditions which leave the slightest opening for legitimate objections 
regarding their authenticity should be excluded from the outset. 
(This, of course, does not mean that Traditions which arc slightly 
defective from a purely technical point of view but otherwise bear 
all the marks of authenticity should not be utilized occasionally for 
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the purposes of ijtihad: what 1 wish to stress here is merely the 
inadmissibility of using such Traditions as material for the shar'i 
code under discussion.) Particular care must be taken to differenti
ate between ordinances intended by the Prophet to be valid for all 
times and circumstances, and ordinances which were obviously 
meant to meet the needs of a particular occasion or time. This 
latter group of ordinances usually reveals itself as such in the very 
wording adopted by the Prophet, or in the accompanying ex
planatory remarks of the Companion responsible for the hadith in 
question; and occasionally the time-bound quality of an injunction 
contained in one liadith becomes evident through other ahaditli 
relating to the same subject. Whenever no indication to the 
contrary is available, a naff ordinance emanating from a duly 
authenticated Tradition must be regarded as having universal 
validity.

(3) It is obvious that, in order to establish the shar't code, we 
must not confine ourselves to selecting disjointed verses of the 
Qur'an or individual ahddith: in each and every instance, the entire 
context of Qur'an and Sunnah must be taken fully into consider
ation. It sometimes happens that a Qur’an verse which, by itself, 
docs not seem to express a legal ordinance assumes the quality of 
a naff law as soon as it is read in conjunction with another verse 
or with an authentic hadilli. Still more frequently the same holds 
true for the Prophet's Sunnah. We should not forget that most of 
the existing ahadith give us no more than fragments of the Prophet’s 
sayings or describe isolated incidents (often taken out of their 
historical context) in his life as leader and legislator: consequently, 
a legal ordinance ensuing from the Prophet may on occasion reveal 
itself as such only when we place several authentic ahadith side by 
side, or read the relevant hadith in conjunction with a corres
ponding Qur’an verse. In any event, one should never overlook the 
fact that Qur’an and Sunnah form one integral whole, elucidating 
and amplifying one another: and so the proposed shar'icode must 
contain cross references ranging over the whole context of both.

(4) The naff ordinances of Qur’an and Sunnah thus established 
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should be placed together, arranged under specific headings relating 
to the various aspects of Muslim social and political life, and 
circulated among competent scholars throughout the Muslim 
world with a view to obtaining suggestions and criticism, especially 
with regard to the method by which ordinances based on ahddith 
have been treated. Stress should be laid on the fact that it is not 
intended to "reduce" Qur’an and Sunnah to the extent of the nayy 
ordinances contained in them: it should be made clear that this 
codification aims at no more than bringing out the ordinances 
which—by virtue of their jahir quality—are not subject to con
flicting interpretations and can, therefore, constitute the largest 
possible common denominator between the various fiqhi schools 
of thought. The fact that all statements in Qur’an and Sunnah 
which may be interpreted in more than one way will a priori (under 
the original terms of reference issued to the codification committee) 
be excluded from the purview of the code will not only make the 
code acceptable to al! Muslims, of whatever sect or fiqhi persuasion, 
but will also result in a code of public law that is small in volume, 
extremely concise, and therefore easily accessible to the under
standing of every Muslim man and woman of average intelligence 
and education.

(5) The criticisms and suggestions received from the scholars 
among whom the proposed "minimum" code of shar'i ordinances 
has been circulated shall be considered on their merits and utilized 
in the final revision of the collection, whereupon it shall be sub
mitted to the majlis ash-shard for adoption as the Basic Law of 
the land.

Toward New Horizons

If we codify the social ordinances of the shari'ah on the lines 
suggested above, the political ideology of Islam (taking the term 
“political" in its widest sense) will stand forth with a clarity which 
has hitherto been denied to it. Every one of its statutes will convey 
a precise meaning which admits of no conflicting interpretation; 
and every Muslim will know that, as a Muslim, he is bound to 
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accept the unchallengeable authority of these shar'i laws. The need 
for learned ijtihdd will not thereby be abolished; it will be, if 
anything, intensified. We must remember that the true shari'ah 
(consisting of the naff ordinances of Qur’an and Sunnah) was 
never intended to cover every detail and every possible constellation 
of our lives, but is only a framework within which we arc expected 
to unfold our creative powers and in the light of which we have to 
regulate our daily affairs. If we remember this, we realize at once 
how immense the field is within which we must exercise our in
dependent reasoning. Naturally, there will always be differences 
between the various results of ijtihddi thinking. But what of it? 
Once the sociopolitical laws of the shari'ah are established as the 
unchangeable basis of Muslim communal life, to all our differences 
of opinion on non-shar'i matters will apply that immortal saying 
of the Prophet which I have already quoted elsewhere in this book:

Lr-j J.I .LI*

"The differences of opinion among the learned within my com
munity are [a sign of] God's grace."

As things stand at present, nobody in his senses can claim to 
discern an evidence of “God's grace” in the dissensions and 
differences of opinion which have converted the modem world of 
Islam into a formless, chaotic, culturally unproductive mass of 
humanity. Lacking fundamental agreement as to what the socio
political Law of Islam really implies, these dissensions and differ
ences of opinion do not increase our creative powers: rather they 
increase our doubts, our despondency, our cultural defeatism, and 
our disgust with ourselves and with our ideological heritage. And 
things are bound to go on in this way—which is leading to a 
gradual abandonment of Islam as a practical proposition and so 
to the ultimate dissolution of our culture—unless and until wc 
rouse ourselves to the long-neglected task of codifying the socio
political laws of the shari'ah and adopting them as a basis for our 
communal life. So long as this is left undone, the Muslims are 
bound to hold widely divergent—and therefore futile—views as to 
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the social paths on which Islam expects us to progress: until, in 
the end, all our ideas of progress will be entirely divorced from 
Islam.

Do we Muslims wish this to happen? Or do wc wish to make 
it clear—to ourselves no less than to the rest of the world—that 
Islam is a practical proposition for all times, and therefore for 
our time as well?

The ideology of Islam is as practicable or as impracticable as 
we Muslims choose to make it. It will remain impracticable if we 
continue to confine our concept of Islamic Law to the fiqhi concepts 
of our past; but its practicability will at once become apparent if 
we have the courage and imagination to approach it with fresh 
and unprejudiced minds, and exclude from its orbit all conventional, 
fiqhi "deductions.” Obviously, such a reorientation of thought 
will be a painful process to many of us. It will imply a radical 
break with many habits of thought to which the Muslims have 
grown accustomed in the course of their history; the abandonment 
or modification of many social customs which have been "sancti
fied" by the usage of centuries; the renunciation of the complacent 
conviction that all the ways and byways of Muslim social life have 
been authoritatively and finally laid down in this or that book of 
fiqh: and all this will mean our moving forward toward horizons 
as yet uncharted. And because such a prospect is frightening to 
the more conservative among us, any endeavor directed toward 
this end will undoubtedly provoke a most lively resistance, es
pecially from people who have made a kind of “vested interest” out 
of their unquestioning reliance on the views of the great fuqahif 
of our past, and a kind of virtue out of their own timidity in 
intellectual and social matters. But this opposition must not be 
allowed to deter us if we are conscious of desiring the triumph of 
Islam, and nothing but Islam.




